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Abstrat
So-alled ozone depletion events have been investigated sine their rst appearane in the
mid 1980s. They are haraterized as drops of the ozone levels in the lower troposphere
in a timesale of minutes to several days and have mostly been observed in polar regions.
Chemial atalyti yles known as the bromine explosion generate reative bromine atoms
that destroy surfae ozone and lead to an inrease of the BrO vertial olumn. These hemial
reations are linked to sea ie overed regions as well as insolation and are limited to the
springtime in both polar regions.
Ozone depletion events have already been well-probed in the Arti Oean. However in
Antartia only ozone onentrations observed at oastal and inland sites have been anal-
ysed. During a sienti ruise (Winter Weddell Outow Study) with the German researh
vessel Polarstern ozone investigations were performed for the rst time in the north-western
Weddell Sea southward of the South Orkney Islands. Several meteorologial parameters were
reorded as well. Furthermore a 2-hannel multiaxis DOAS (Dierential Optial Absorption
Spetrosopy) instrument allowing the detetion of BrO was installed onboard and data from
the SCIAMACHY (SCanning Imaging Absorption spetroMeter for Atmospheri CHartogra-
phY) sensor were used. The entire data was analysed to investigate the onnetion between
the ozone onentrations, the prevailing meteorologial onditions and the BrO vertial ol-
umn during ozone depletion events in the Weddell Sea. During the Winter Weddell Outow
Study four ozone depletion events were reorded. The investigations allowed a distintion
between hemially and meteorologially indued ozone depletion events. The meteorolog-
ially indued ODEs were haraterized by the advetion of air masses already depleted in
ozone. Using bakward-trajetories, the origin of the depleted air masses was deteted.
The ozone onentrations and the BrO VC observed onboard have been ompared. The
similar inrease of the BrO onentration and derease of the ozone onentration indiates
that the ozone depletion events measured onboard were in fat ativated by the presene of
Br in the atmosphere.
Ozone measurements at the German researh station Neumayer as well as at the British
station Halley were also analysed. The origin of the depleted air masses reahing the RV
Polarstern and both Antarti stations is idential. In the majority of ases, the hemial
reations destroying ozone took plae over the Central Weddell Sea. In most ases, enhaned
BrO vertial olumns were observed simultaneously in the same region.
Finally the role of low pressure systems in the generating of BrO was analysed. High
wind speeds favour the turbulent mixing and, therefore, the inrease of salinity and reative
bromine atoms in the boundary layer. Sine low pressure systems are often aompanied by
high wind speeds, a link between low pressure systems and enhaned BrO vertial olumns
is proposed.
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Zusammenfassung
Der plötzlihe Abfall der Ozonkonzentration in der Troposphäre ist bereits seit Mitte der
ahtziger Jahre bekannt. Katalytishe Prozesse, die sogenannte Bromexplosion, erzeugen
reaktive Bromatome, die in weiterer Folge bodennahes Ozon zerstören und zu einem Anstieg
der BrO Vertikalsäule führen. Diese hemishen Reaktionen sind allerdings an das Vorhan-
densein von Meereis und solarer Einstrahlung gebunden. Sie sind daher auf die Polarregionen
und auf die Frühlingszeit beshränkt.
In der Arktis sind die sogenannten Ozone depletion events shon zahlreih erforsht wor-
den, in der Antarktis hingegen gibt es nur Messungen an den Küsten- sowie Inlandstationen,
aber keinerlei Beobahtungen direkt in den Meeresregionen. Während der Forshungsreise
Winter Weddell Outow Study im Frühling (August-Oktober) 2006 an Bord des deutshen
Polarshies Polarstern wurden zum ersten Mal Ozondaten im Weddellmeer, Antarktis
gesammelt. Weiters wurden meteorologishe Parameter gemessen und die BrO Vertikalsäule
anhand eines DOAS-Messgerätes (Dierential Optial Absorption Spetrosopy) ermittelt.
Ziel der Arbeit ist es nun diese erworbenen Ozondaten zu analysieren und mit Ozondaten
der Forshungsstationen Neumayer (GER), Halley (GB) und Cape Point (ZA) zu vergle-
ihen. Eventuelle Zusammenhänge zwishen der Ozonkonzentration, den vorherrshenden
meteorologishen Bedingungen und der BrO Vertikalsäule sollen erläutert werden. Weiters
soll geklärt werden, ob es Untershiede zwishen dem Ablauf der Ozone depletion events in
beiden Polarregionen gibt.
Résumé
La hute soudaine de la onentration d'ozone troposphérique a été déouverte pour la pre-
mière fois dans les années 80. Des réations atalytiques, onnues omme la bromine explo-
sion génèrent des atomes de brome réatifs qui menent à une hausse de l'oxyde de brome
(BrO) dans la olonne d'air. Cependant es réations himiques sont liées à la présene de
banquise et du rayonnement solaire. Ces évènements sont don limités aux régions polaires
et n'ont lieu qu'au printemps.
En Artique, les hutes de l'ozone ont largement été suivies depuis leur déouverte. En
Antartique, par ontre, les onentrations de l'ozone troposphérique sont mesurées par les
stations de reherhes tières ou à l'intérieur du ontinent mais n'ont jamais été suivies en
milieu marin. Les premières mesures d'ozone troposphérique en milieu marin de l'Antartique
ont eu lieu lors de l'éxpédition Winter Weddell Outow Study (WWOS) en printemps 2006
à bord du navire allemand Polarstern. Le domaine exploré s'étend de l'Afrique du Sud
jusqu'au nord-ouest de la mer de Weddell jusqu'au Sud de l'arhipel des Orades du Sud. De
nombreux paramètres météorologiques ainsi que la olonne d'air de BrO ont également été
mesurés durant ette éxpédition.
L'objetif de e stage est d'analyser les données d'ozone olletées pendant la WWOS
et de les omparer ave les observations des onentrations d'ozone faites aux stations de
reherhe Neumayer (GER), Halley (GB) et Cape Point (ZA). L'existene de liens entre la
onentration d'ozone, les paramètres météorologiques et la olonne d'air de BrO doit être
validée. De plus, les évènements de hutes de l'ozone en Artique et en Antartique seront
omparées.
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Chapter 1
Introdution
Aording to the IPCC Fourth Assessment Report: Climate Change 2007, surfae ozone
is an important greenhouse gas, whose global radiative foring inreased by 0,35 Wm
−2
sine pre-industrial time [Forster et al., 2007℄. Hene, it is important to understand the
behaviour of surfae ozone on a global to loal sale. Aording to Vingarzan [2004℄, the
ozone onentration in any given region is aeted by formation, destrution, transport and
deposition of ozone. This study investigates the rst ozone measurements in the Weddell Sea
ever done and further examines the sudden destrution and the transport of surfae ozone.
The soures and sinks of surfae ozone are various. Solar radiation has an important
impat on the ozone onentration - it an at as sink as well as soure of ozone - hene, ozone
yles vary widely on geographial sales [Helmig et al., 2007℄. Surfae ozone is additionally
removed from the atmosphere by deposition. Major soures of surfae ozone are downward
mixing from the stratosphere as well as hemial reations of anthropogeni NOx in the
presene of sunlight [Simpson et al., 2007℄.
Aording to Helmig et al [2007℄, the tropospheri ozone onentration in the polar regions,
espeially Antartia, is barely aeted by the generation of ozone due to anthropogeni NOx
as nearly no human population or industries are residing in those regions [Helmig et al., 2007℄.
Hene, the ozone onentration primarly depends on natural hemial proesses, downward
mixing from the stratosphere and synopti transport [Helmig et al., 2007℄. Comparing the
annual mean ozone bakground level (dened as the fration of ozone present in a given area
that is not attributed to anthropogeni soures of loal origin [Vingarzan, 2004℄) measured at
dierent sites in the Arti as well as in Antartia to the bakground ozone at monitoring
sites worldwide, reveals that the ozone bakground level over the polar regions is not as low
as in the lean boundary layer over maritime regions, where the irumjaent oean ats as
a sink of ozone [Helmig et al., 2007℄. This omparision is based on data from polar researh
stations loated at the oast. Espeially in Antartia, measurements over maritime regions
are almost inexistent.
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As already mentioned, solar radiation ats as a sink of ozone. During the polar night no
solar radiation reahes the polar regions, hene, the atmospheri lifetime of ozone reahes
up to 100 days, whih is the longest of any environment on Earth [Helmig et al., 2007℄.
Deposition is the only sink of surfae ozone during the polar night.
Due to the absent solar radiation during the polar night and the ontinuous insolation dur-
ing the polar day, the annual ozone yles are well dened. Exluding ozone depletion events
happening in the southern spring, the highest ozone onentration values in Antartia are
reorded in the southern winter (June, July and August), the period with lowest ozone on-
entration is the southern summer (Deember, January and February) [Helmig et al., 2007℄
(see setion 3.1.).
As the ozone onentration depends on synopti transport [Helmig et al., 2007℄, whih in
turn is inuened by the land mass distribution [King and Turner, 1997℄, the reorded ozone
data in the Arti and in Antartia (at oastal sites as well as inland sites) reveal some
dierenes. Aording to Helmig et al. [2007℄, the mean ozone onentration in the Arti
is 5 ppbV higher than in Antartia mainly provoked by the enhaned transport of ozone-
rih air from lower latitudes into the Arti. For example, during the Tropospheri Ozone
Prodution about the Spring Equinox (TOPSE) experiment onduted between 4 February
to 23 May 2000 [Emmons et al., 2003℄, the importane of synopti transport of ozone-rih air
masses was pointed out. In the Arti, between February and May, the tropospheri ozone
inreased by 4.6 ppbV month
−1
between 60° and 85°N latitude due to transport of ozone
from lower latitudes [Helmig et al., 2007℄. Furthermore, the seasonal ozone yle has a larger
amplitude at Antarti sites than in the Arti [Helmig et al., 2007℄. Some dierenes in the
ozone onentration are also present between oastal and inland sites in Antartia as well
as in the Arti. At both Summit (Greenland, 3212 m amsl) and South Pole (Antartia,
2830 m amsl) the annual mean ozone onentration is higher than at oastal measuring
points [Helmig et al., 2007℄. This enhaned ozone levels ould be aused by photohemial
prodution of ozone due to high NOx levels generated by the photo-denitriation of the
Antarti snowpak [Legrand et al., 2009℄.
In the Southern Hemisphere the ozone onentration at the surfae is further inuened
by an intensied UV radiation due to the minimum of stratospheri ozone over the Antarti
ontinent between Otober and Deember. The higher levels of UV radiation at the sur-
fae and the resulting inrease in NOx uxes from the snow lead to a rise in the hemial
prodution of the ozone onentration [Helmig et al., 2007, Legrand et al., 2009℄.
Ozone depletion events are events where ozone suddenly drops from bakground level to
near zero levels in a timesale of minutes to several days before reovering again. They were
rst disovered at polar sunrise in the mid 1980s at Point Barrow, Alaska and at Alert,
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Canada [Barrie et al., 1988℄. Later it has been onrmed, that ODEs are widespread near
the surfae in the Arti and Antartia [Simpson et al., 2007℄.
ODEs an be hemially indued, meteorologially ontrolled or a ombination of both.
Meteorologially ontrolled ODEs are dened as the advetion of ozone depleted air and
therefore are rapid on their onsets and are haraterized by hanges in wind speed and
wind diretion [Simpson et al., 2007℄. In ontrast hemially ontrolled ODEs our dur-
ing low wind speed and a stable boundary layer. They are normally slower in their onsets
[Simpson et al., 2007℄. The reovery of the ozone onentration is primarly determined by the
approah of ozone-rih air masses, hene, meteorologially ontrolled [Simpson et al., 2007,
Jaobi et al., 2010℄. Ozone depletion events happen almost always over the frozen oean
[Jaobi et al., 2010, Simpson et al., 2007℄, hene, the ozone onentration generally drops
in the boundary layer, whereas the ozone onentration in higher layers in at bakground
levels [Jones et al., 2010℄. The physial behaviour of the atmosphere strongly inuenes the
vertial extent of an ozone depletion event. Hene, in the majority of the ases, ODEs are lim-
ited by the height of the inversion [Jones et al., 2010, Jaobi et al., 2006℄ whih prevents the
downward mixing of ozone rih air masses from the upper troposphere [Lehrer et al., 2004℄.
Oasionally, due to vertial transport of ozone-depleted air masses, ozone onentration at
the surfae is at bakground level, whereas the ozone onentration at higher altitude is
depleted [Jones et al., 2010℄ (ompare Jaobi et al. [2009℄).
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The dierent meteorologial onditions between the Arti and Antartia have an im-
portant inuene on the loal ozone onentrations.
Figure 1.1: Map of the Antarti ontinent. Image redit: British Antarti Survey (http:
// map-of-antartia-with-boltss. pis-grabber. appspot. om/ ).
The distribution of the land masses diers strongly in the Arti and in Antartia.
Whereas the Arti region is dominated by a generally sea-ie overed polar oean and sur-
rounded by land masses, the South Pole is situated on the Antarti ontinent with an
average height of 3000 m and surrounded by a irumpolar oean (Figure 1.1.). Although
the physial geography of both polar regions is ontrary, some similarities due to the high
latitude exists. Due to the lower sun elevation in higher latitudes and the high albedo of
snow and ie, the surfae radiation balane is mostly negative in both polar regions. Another
distintive ommun aspet is the surfae inversion indued by the strong radiative ooling.
Temperature inreases of more than 30°C within the lowest 100 m have been observed in the
Arti as well as Antartia. The temperature inversions tend to be stronger on the Antarti
ontinent than in the Arti [King and Turner, 1997, Rasmussen and Turner, 2003℄.
The negative surfae radiation balane in both polar regions is ompensated by the ad-
vetion of warmer air masses from lower latitudes. As they reah the higher latitudes, they
6
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ool down and their density inreases and they are fored to subside. This leads to distint
high pressure systems in the polar regions. Whereas the polar highs are similar in the North-
ern and Southern Hemisphere, the behaviour of low pressure systems indiate signiant
dierenes.
Figure 1.2: Prinipal northern hemisphere depression traks in January in the Arti. Major
traks are indiated by the solid lines, seondary traks (less frequent and less well dened) by
broken lines (left) [Rasmussen and Turner, 2003℄. Traks of all depressions around Antar-
tia in southern summer between 1985-1989 (right) [King and Turner, 1997℄.
As the Arti Oean is surrounded by ontinents extending into middle and lower lati-
tudes, the low pressure systems in the Northern Hemisphere move in a meridional diretion
adveting warm, moist air into the Arti. However, in the Southern Hemisphere, the high
plateau of the ontinent Antartia represents a major barrier for low pressure systems. They
are fored to move east as soon as they reah the ontinent and thus move in a zonal diretion.
In Antartia, the Weddell Sea is a region with inreased mesoylogenesis. Due to the lower
extent of sea ie in southern summer, the development of mesoylones in the Weddell Sea
is greatest in this period of the year. Low pressure systems in this area tend also to develop,
when already mature depressions are situated east of the Weddell Sea. The yloni rotation
indues advetion of old air from the ontinent whih results in a strong low-level tempera-
ture gradient favouring ylogenesis [King and Turner, 1997, Rasmussen and Turner, 2003℄.
In the Arti a orrelation between synopti systems and the ozone onentration was ob-
served; a likewise orrelation in Antartia was not found yet.
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The destrution of ozone in the polar regions is indued by halogen hemistry
[Simpson et al., 2007, Friess et al., 2004, Jones et al., 2009℄. As large and persistent areas
of elevated BrO [Simpson et al., 2007℄ are regularly observed in regions where ozone was
depleted over the Arti Oean [Simpson et al., 2007, Barrie et al., 1988℄ as well as over the
oean surrounding Antartia [Friess et al., 2004, Hollwedel et al., 2004℄, a orrelation be-
tween inrease of reatie bromine speies and ozone depletion was proposed. In Antartia,
elevated BrO levels have only been measured in oastal areas as well as over the sea ie belt
around the ontinent [Lehrer et al., 2004℄.
Dierent hemial reation yles exist ontaining halogens that destroy ozone in the
boundary layer in the polar regions [Simpson et al., 2007℄:
 self reation of halogen oxides:
2 ∗ (Br +O3 → BrO +O2) (1.1)
BrO +BrO → 2Br +O2 (1.2)
Bromine reats with ozone generating BrO and oxygen. Two BrO moleules reat to
reyle two bromine atoms.
 ross reation between two dierent halogen oxides, whih is one order of magnitude
faster than the self reation [Simpson et al., 2007℄.
BrO + ClO → Br + Cl +O2 (1.3)
 reations of halogen oxides with the hydroperoxyl radial (HO2):
Br +O3 → BrO +O2 (1.4)
BrO +HO2 → HOBr +O2 (1.5)
HOBr + hν → Br +OH (1.6)
OH + CO +O2 → CO2 +HO2 (1.7)
Sine all three hemial reation yles destroy ozone, they are possible propagation reations
during the ozone depletion events in the polar regions. But, aording to Simpson et al.
[2007℄, these yles do not inrease the reative stok of halogen atoms and halogen oxides
(Br and BrO), ontrarily to a hemial proess alled bromine explosion:
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HOBr(g) → HOBr(aq) (1.8)
HOBr(ad) +Br
−
(aq) +H
+
→ H2O +Br2(aq) (1.9)
Br2(aq) → Br2(g) (1.10)
Br2(g) + hν → 2Br(g) (1.11)
Br(g) +O3 → BrO(g) +O2 (1.12)
BrO(g) +HO2 → HOBr(g) +O2 (1.13)
The atalyti yles of the bromine explosion leading to the destrution of ozone are well
known. Gaseous HOBr is absorbed and reats with aqueous Br
−
, whih results in the produ-
tion of Br2. One Br2 is in the gas phase, it is photolysed forming two reative bromine atoms
[Vogt et al., 1996℄. In this heterogeneous hemial proess, one reative bromine speies
(HOBr) leads to the release of two reative bromine atoms (Br) in the gas phase, whih again
destroy two ozone atoms [Simpson et al., 2007℄. Hene, the bromine explosion results in an
exponential growth of the reative bromine onentration and also an exponential derease
of the ozone onentration in the atmosphere [Simpson et al., 2007, Jaobi et al., 2006℄.
Whereas the hemial reations leading to ozone depletion in the polar regions have been
identied, the proess induing the reative halogen speies to enter the gaseous phase is still
open to some disussion [Lehrer et al., 2004℄. Sea salt is the soure of the enhaned BrO
observations in the polar regions [Lehrer et al., 2004, Jaobi et al., 2006, Jones et al., 2009℄.
The importane of sea salt deposited on snowpaks [Jones et al., 2010℄ or the ontribution
of sea salt aerosols [Lehrer et al., 2004, Wagenbah et al., 1998℄ in the generating of reative
bromine in the polar troposphere is still unresolved.
Aording to Jaobi et al. [2006℄ and Kaleshke et al. [2004℄, frost owers are the most
likely soures of reative bromine in the polar regions. As sea water freezes, a thin liquid
lm with enhaned salinity remains on top of the rst-year sea ie [Lehrer et al., 2004℄. Frost
owers are ie rystals forming on the surfae of fresh sea ie (see Figure 1.3.).
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Figure 1.3: Field of frost owers on an area of new ie observed and sampled during the ie
station on 8 Otober (left). Example of a needle-shaped frost ower rystal sampled on the
new ie area (right). [Jaobi et al., 2009℄
A 1-dimensional model developped by Lehrer et al. [2004℄ gives information about the
vertial distribution of ozone, HOBr, Br2 radials and BrO before and during an ozone
depletion event. The ozone onentration is homogeneous in the rst 500 m height whereas
BrO dereases with height. As Br2 is photodissoiated, it is only present a few meters over
the sea ie (< 5 m). HOBr is destroyed by hemial reations over the surfae, thus, it
inreases with height.
Considering frost owers as the main soure of reative bromine in the polar regions, rst
year sea ie as well as radiation are neessary to initiate an ozone depletion event. These
onditions are only enountered in spring. Hene, ODEs only our during the polar sunrise
[Jones et al., 2009℄.
As indiated before, the bromine explosion is a heterogeneous reation between the gaseous
and the ondensed phase [Simpson et al., 2007℄. Aording to Jones et al. [2009℄, two dier-
ent possibilities failitate the ontat between these two phases. On the one hand a stable
and well-stratied boundary layer as well as low wind speed an lead to an enhanement of
the onentration of reatants in the rst few meters above the surfae. On the other hand
high wind speed (above 12 ms
−1
) leads to blowing snow [Jones et al., 2009℄. If partiles with
high salinity are lifted and attain the boundary layer, the bromine explosion an be indued
under these onditions.
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Ozone mixing ratios as well as meteorologial parameters and BrO vertial olumn have
been observed during the expedition 'Winter Weddell Outow Study' between 24 August and
29 Otober 2006. One of the main hallenges of this study was to follow the development
of ozone to improve the knowledge about tropospherial ozone depletion events (ODEs).
Investigations were performed in the north-western Weddell Sea southward of the South
Orkney Islands [Jaobi et al., 2009℄ (see below).
Figure 1.4: Itinerary of the researh vessel 'Polarstern' between the 24 August 2006 and 29
Otober 2006.
To verify the onnetion between the ozone onentration and the BrO vertial olumn
in the troposphere, additional BrO observations were performed onboard of the researh
vessel. The further omparison of BrO measurements onboard and satellite BrO observations
permitted to gain even more informations about the ozone depletion events.
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Chapter 2
Methods
2.1 Ozone measurements
2.1.1 Ozone measurements onboard of the RV Polarstern
Ozone measurements were performed on board of the RV Polarstern during the ruise
ANT 23/7 between 27 August and 21 Otober 2006. Measurements started with an interval
of 10 minutes in the beginning of the expedition until 31 August 2006; 11h40. Thereafter
the interval was hanged to 5 minutes until the end of the expedition.
Ozone mixing ratios were determined using a ommerial detetor (O341M, Ansyo GmbH,
Karlsruhe, Germany), whih is based on UV Photometri detetion at 254 nm and whih
was used on board during previous ruises [Jaobi and Shrems, 1999, Jaobi et al., 2006℄.
The detetor was installed in a heated laboratory ontainer plaed on the ompass dek (the
upper most dek) of the ship and was equipped with an unheated inlet line onsisting of
approximately 2 m of 0.4 m ID peruoroalkoxy tubing. The outboard end of the inlet line
was shielded with a sea spray deetor and was mounted on the front rail of the dek approx-
imately 25 m above sea level. The inlet line was regularly ontrolled by visual inspetion.
The ozone values were internally averaged and stored as 5-min or 10-min averages. Ship
borne measurements of ozone an generally be disturbed by possible ontamination origi-
nating from the exhaust of the ship's engines sine they are powerful soures of nitrogen
oxides (NO + NO2). Nitrogen oxides an modify ozone onentrations by removing ozone
due to the reation with NO or by forming ozone due to photohemial proesses. Therefore,
ozone mixing ratios obtained during relative wind diretions outside a orridor of ±110° or
at relative wind speeds lower than 2 m s
−1
were disarded. Only orreted data were used
for further analysis. The full and orreted data sets are shown in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: Time series of all ozone measurements inluding alibration measurements (open
blue irles). The lled irles indiate the remaining data set after removing data for periods
of potential ontamination (see text) and alibration.
During the expedition, the performane of the detetor was regularly ontrolled using an
internal ozone generator produing a stream of air with a dened ozone mixing ratio. The
results of these ontrol measurements are displayed in 2.2. Obviously, the values of the ontrol
measurements were dereasing during the expedition probably due to a derease in sensitivity
of the detetor aused by the deterioration of the light soure and / or the deposition of sea
salt on the optial elements of the measuring ell. A similar overall trend is also apparent in
the ozone time series for ambient air.
The ozone ontrol measurements show a onstant value between the beginning of the
measurements until 4 September; 08:19 (Period 1); between 4 September; 08:19 and 28
September; 16:14 the values of the ontrol measurements derease steadily (Period 2). After
28 September; 16:14 (Period 3), the ontrol measurements were again onstant (see Figure
2.2.).
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Figure 2.2: Trends of the ozone ontrol measurements
The results of the ontrol measurements were used to orret the obtained ozone time
series for ambient air aording to the three dened periods.
 Period 1: Values are onstant. The average value of the ontrol measurements orre-
sponds to (113.1±4.3) ppbV. This mixing ratio ompares well to ontrol measurements
of the same instrument performed during previous experiments. Therefore, the value of
this period is onsidered as a referene for the mixing ratio of the internally generated
air stream with a onstant ozone mixing ratio. No orretion for the raw ozone mixing
ratio [O3℄raw in period 1 is neessary.
xnew = [O3]raw (2.1)
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 Period 2: The values during period 2 derease linearly as a funtion of time. The linear
regression for this period delivers equation 2.2. with a orrelation oeient of R² =
0.9424.
yi = −2.1354 ∗ xi + 83324 (2.2)
where xi orresponds to the time elapsed sine 01 January 1900 in days. Using this
formula it is possible to orret all raw ozone mixing ratios aording to equation 2.3:
xnew =
113.1
yi
∗ [O3]raw (2.3)
 Period 3: The values remained onstant with an average of (67.6±3.7) ppbV. Therefore,
the sensitivity of the detetor dereased by almost 40 % ompared to the beginning
of the measurement period. To orret the raw values all data points were adjusted
aording to equation 2.4.:
xnew =
113.1
67.6
∗ [O3]raw (2.4)
Figure 2.3. summarizes the time series of the raw and the nal orreted ozone mixing ratios.
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Figure 2.3: Raw and orreted ozone onentration
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Normally, the estimated error of the O3 measurement is in the order of 1 ppbV
[Jaobi et al., 2009℄. Due to the orretion of the reorded values, the error needs to be
reevaluated.
The error estimation was done for eah period separately.
 Period 1: The relative error of orreted data only onsists of the relative error of the
arithmeti average of the ozone ontrol onentrations during this period and the relative
error of the individual ozone values. To simplify the estimate, the error is alulated
using average values for the reorded and orreted ozone values: [O3℄measured,Period1=
30.1 ppbV; xnew= 27.6 ppbV.∣∣∣∣∣ △xxnew
∣∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣△Av[O3]contrAv[O3]contr
∣∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣∣ △[O3]Av[O3]measured,Period1
∣∣∣∣∣ (2.5)
∣∣∣∣∣ △xxnew
∣∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣ 4.3113.1
∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣ 130.1
∣∣∣∣ (2.6)
The relative error of Period 1 orresponds to 7% or around 2 ppbV.
 Period 3: The relative error onsists of the sum of the relative error of the arithmeti
average of the ozone ontrol onentration during Period 1, the relative error of the
arithmeti average of the ozone ontrol onentration during Period 3 and the relative
error of the individual ozone values. Again, alulations are done by using the averaged
values for the reorded and orreted ozone values: [O3℄measured,Period1= 16.4 ppbV;
xnew= 27.5 ppbV.∣∣∣∣∣ △xxnew
∣∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣△Av[O3]contr,P eriod1Av[O3]contr,P eriod1
∣∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣∣△Av[O3]contr,P eriod3Av[O3]contr,P eriod3
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣ △[O3]Av[O3]measured,Period3
∣∣∣∣∣ (2.7)
∣∣∣∣∣ △xxnew
∣∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣ 4.3113.1
∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣ 3.767.6
∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣ 116.4
∣∣∣∣ (2.8)
As a result, the relative error of Period 3 amounts to 15% or around 4 ppbV.
 Period 2: The relative error of Period 2 inreases steadily between 7 and 15%.
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2.1.2 Ozone measurements at other researh stations in the southern Atlanti
Ozone onentrations have ontinuously been measured at three stations around the South
Atlanti Oean.
Neumayer is a German researh station in Antartia loated on the Ekstrom Ie Shelf
and lies lose to sea level. It is speialised in geophysial, meteorologial and atmospheri
hemistry measurements. The data from 2006 used for omparison are issued from the
Neumayer Station II. It opened in 1992 and is loated at 70.6° S, 8.3° W. At Neumayer
ozone onentration is measured with a UV absorption monitor similar to the detetor used
onboard of Polarstern [Helmig et al., 2007, Weller et al., 2007℄. The ozone onentration is
automatially measured every hour.
The British researh station Halley is loated on the Brunt Ie Shelf in the East of
the Weddell Sea. The predominant wind diretion is East keeping a number of polynyas
open [Helmig et al., 2007℄. The Antarti Survey Station was opened in 1956 and operates
throughout the year. The sienti ativities primarily onsist in atmospheri sienes, but
also in geology and glaiology. The data analysed were obtained at Halley VI at the position
75.6° S, 26.6° W. Halley data were provided by the British Antarti Survey. Ozone monitor-
ing was performed with ontinuously operating UV absorption monitors [Helmig et al., 2007℄.
The ozone onentration was reorded with an interval of 10 minutes at Halley. Ozone data
were provided by Anna Jones from the British Antarti Survey in Cambridge, UK.
The researh station Cape Point is loated near the Cape of Good Hope in South Afria.
It is speialised in measurements of trae gases (CO, CO2, CH4, N2O, O3, CFCs), aerosols as
well as meteorologial parameters (pressure, wind, temperature, solar irradiane and others).
It is loated at 34.4° S, 18.5°E.
The Antarti researh station Neumayer as well as the South Afrian station Cape
Point ontribute to the Global Atmosphere Wath (GAW) Programme. Information about
the GAW Programme an be found at www.wmo.int/pages/prog/arep/gaw/gaw_home_en.
html. Data for both stations were retrieved from the World Data Centre for Greenhouse
Gases (http://gaw.kishou.go.jp/wdgg/), where they are stored at 1-hour averages.
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2.2 BrO measurements in the Weddell Sea
2.2.1 Dierential Optial Absorption Spetrosopy (DOAS)
The Dierential Optial Absorption Spetrosopy (DOAS) is a remote sensing method to
determine onentrations and total amounts of atmospheri trae gases from measurements
of solar radiation in the UV, visible, and NIR spetral range. The basi priniple used in
DOAS is absorption spetrosopy. Solar radiation travelling through the atmosphere is partly
absorbed by trae onstituents along the way following Lambert-Beer's law. The radiation
intensity at the end of a light path therefore depends on:
 the initial intensity
 the length of the light path
 the total amount of the absorber along the light path
 the absorption strength of the speies of interest
Further details an be found at www.doas-bremen.de/doas_tutorial.htm.
2.2.1.1 MAX-DOAS
From 27 August until 25 Otober ontinuous measurements were performed with a ship-
borne 2-hannel multiaxis DOAS instrument installed in the air measurement ontainer. The
olleted spetra of the UV-hannel allowed the simultaneous detetion of BrO, O3, nitrogen
dioxide (NO2), oxygen dimer (O4), and hlorine dioxide (OClO) [Jaobi et al., 2009℄.
2.2.1.2 Siamahy - Sanning Imaging Absorption Spetrometer for Atmospheri Chartogra-
phy
In this study satellite data from the SCIAMACHY (SCanning Imaging Absorption spe-
troMeter for Atmospheri CHartographY) sensor were used. It is also based on the DOAS
method. As the measurements are sensitive to both stratospheri and tropospheri BrO, the
stratospheri omponent must be aounted for before retrieval of the tropospheri amount.
The stratospheri olumn was approximated with 4∗1013 moleules m−2 and subtrated from
the total olumn observed. The data were provided by Andreas Rihter from the University
of Bremen, Germany (http://www.iup.uni-bremen.de).
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2.3 Meteorologial data
2.3.1 Meteorologial measurements on board of RV Polarstern
Standard meteorologial data are routinely olleted onboard the RV Polarstern. In-
formation about the meteorologial observatory on board an be found on the homepage
of the Alfred Wegener Insitute for Polar and Marine Researh (http://www.awi.de/en/
infrastruture/ships/polarstern/meteorologial_observatory). A full desription of
the installed instrumentation an be found in König-Langlo et al. [2006℄. Retrieval of data
from the Data Aquisition and Management System for Marine Researh Arhive System is
possible starting from dship.awi.de.
The following meteorologial data were used in this study:
 Pressure [hPa℄
 Temperature [°C℄
 Dew Point [°C℄
 Humidity [%℄
 Wind diretion [°℄
 Wind veloity [m/s℄
 Visibility [m℄
 Insolation [W/m²℄
2.3.2 ECMWF - The European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Foreasts
The ECMWF is an intergovernmental organisation supported by 34 States, based in Read-
ing in the United Kingdom. Data and more information about the European Centre for
Medium-Range Weather Foreasts an be found on the website: www.emwf.int/.
The global reanalysis used is the ERA-Interim reanalysis. It is an interim reanalysis
ontaining data sine 1989 until present. Fields are analysed for 00:00, 06:00, 12:00 and
18:00 UTC every day. Eah parameter at every level is stored as a eld of grid points
at N128 Gaussian Grid resolution dividing the latitude in 256 latitude numbers between
89.46282° and -89.46282° latitude. Analysis data are available for surfae levels as well as
pressure, model, isentropi and potential vortiity levels.
ERA-Interim is a four dimensional variational analysis.
Following data were retrieved from the reanalysis daily ERA-Interim elds:
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 Mean sea level pressure
 10 metre U and V wind omponents
 Sea-ie over
 Boundary layer height
2.4 Other data
2.4.1 Hysplit - Hybrid Single-Partile Lagrangian Integrated Trajetory
The Hysplit model is a omplete system for omputing simple air parel trajetories to
omplex dispersion and deposition simulations. Information about the operating of the Hys-
plit model an be found on the homepage of the NOAA - Air Ressoures Laboratory
(http://www.arl.noaa.gov/HYSPLIT_info.php). It is possible to run the model intera-
tively on the Web. The trajetories used to desribe the movement of the air parels during
ozone depletion events are arhive trajetories omputed with NCEP global Reanalysis data
from 1948 to present.
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Chapter 3
Results and Disussion
3.1 Ozone onentrations
To ompare the time series at the dierent researh stations in the southern Atlanti and
onboard the RV Polarstern, it is neessary to average the reorded values within a ommon
time interval. Ozone data from the German researh station Neumayer and the South Afrian
station Cape Point are available every hour, hene, the intervals of the data at Halley as well
as those olleted on board of Polarstern were averaged to obtain 1-hour averages.
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Figure 3.1: Time series of ozone onentration on board of Polarstern and at Halley, Neumayer
and Cape Point between 27 August and 17 Otober 2006
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Figure 3.2: Correlations between the ozone onentrations measured at Neumayer (a), at Halley
(b), at Cape Point () and on board of Polarstern and at Halley and Neumayer (d) between
26 August and 17 Otober 2006.
Figure 3.2. illustrates orrelations of the ozone onentration measured on board of Po-
larstern and at Neumayer (Figure 3.2.a), at Halley (Figure 3.2.b) and at Cape Point (Figure
3.2.), respetively. The median of the ozone onentration is around 30 ppbV on board
of Polarstern and at the researh stations in the southern Atlanti (see Table 3.1.). The
intervals plotted in gure 6 are dened as ±25% of the median.
All graphs indiate that ozone remains at bakground level during extended periods at eah
researh station. Bakground level is onsidered as an ozone onentration between 22.5 and
37.5 ppbV, at least at this period of the year. It demonstrates that at these loations ozone
depletion events only happen during limited periods and only in and around the Weddell
Sea. The lowest onentration observed at Cape Point orresponds to 17.9 ppbV.
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The orrelation between the ozone data olleted on board of Polarstern and at Neumayer
(Figure 3.2.a) and on board of Polarstern and at Halley (Figure 3.2.b) display a similar
behaviour. About 75% of the data are simoultaneously at bakground level at both loa-
tions. Ozone depletion events take plae at one of the two Antarti stations whereas the
ozone onentration on the researh vessel Polarstern do not derease (around 15% in both
ases). Ozone depletion events only happening on board of Polarstern are rare (7.8% and
7.6%). These asynhronous events an be explained by the geographial distane between
the itinerary of the researh vessel Polarstern and the Antarti stations Neumayer and Hal-
ley respetively. Nevertheless simultaneous drops of the ozone onentration on Polarstern
and one of the Antarti stations were observed. However, these simultaneous events remain
unommon (< 2%).
The Antarti researh stations Neumayer and Halley are both loated on the Eastern
Coast of the Weddell Sea within a distane of 800 km. The orrelation of the ozone on-
entration between these stations is shown in Figure 3.2.d. Compared to stations that are
distant (Polarstern and Neumayer (a) or Polarstern and Halley (b)), the perentage of ozone
drops happening at the same time at Neumayer and Halley is twie as high (3%). Again
about 70% of the ozone data are at bakground level simultaneously at both stations. The
perentage where ozone depletion events happen at Neumayer whereas the ozone onentra-
tion at Halley remains at bakground level and vie versa is uniformly distributed (13.2%
and 15.7%).
Finally, the ozone onentrations on board of Polarstern and at Cape Point in South Afria
(Figure 3.2.) indiate no orrelation (0.12). The ozone onentration on the South Afrian
Coast seems to be somewhat lower than in the Weddell Sea (ompare Figure 3.3.) and there
is no signiant ozone depletion event at Cape Point during the observed period. However,
peaks in ozone onentration probably due to pollution are regularly observed at the South
Afrian station Cape Point (3%) [Brunke et al., 2010℄.
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Figure 3.3: Annual reords of surfae ozone for the stations Neumayer (a), Halley (b) and
Cape Point () for 2006. The lled irles indiate the period where the the Winter Weddell
Outow Study took plae. Note the dierent sales (40 vs. 65 ppbV) in a) and b) 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Aording to Helmig et al. [2007℄ the months with highest ozone in Antartia are observed
in winter (June to August), seasonal minima are mainly observed from Deember to February.
Ozone depletion is mostly driven by halogen hemistry, most notably bromine. Photolysis
of Br2 generates Br radials that an destroy O3 [Jones et al., 2010, Simpson et al., 2007℄.
During the Polar night, no photolysis takes plae and the ozone onentration inreases to
bakground level.
At the South Afrian station Cape Point, the period where the mean ozone onentration is
highest begins earlier than at the Antarti stations and the maximum ozone onentration
is reahed earlier in the season. In addition, the amplitude of the ozone onentration at
Cape Point is smaller (from around 15 ppbV in summer to approximately 30 ppbV in winter
ompared to a minimum of 10 ppbV and a maximum of 35 ppbV at the Antarti stations
Neumayer and Halley).
At Neumayer (a) and Halley (b) ozone depletion events are typially observed between
August and November. No ozone depletion event took plae during this period at the South
Afrian researh station Cape Point (Figure 3.3.). Nevertheless, some sudden ozone drops
are also observed at Cape Point between May and September.
Mean Median < 0.5 Median > 1.5 Median
[ppbV℄ [ppbV℄ [%℄ [%℄
Neumayer 2006 24.9 25.1 3.6 0.0
Neumayer 27 Aug.-17 Ot. 2006 28.1 30.3 3.0 0.0
Halley 2006
I
27.2 27.8 1.2 0.0
Halley 27 Aug.-17 Ot. 2006 29.6 30.9 10.3 0.0
Halley 2003
II
24.3 27.1 8.5 0.0
Cape Point 2006 26.4 24.1 2.0 2.2
Cape Point 27 Aug.-17 Ot. 2006 28.8 28.9 0.0 1.2
Polarstern 27 Aug.-17 Ot. 2006 28.0 29.3 2.9 0.0
Table 3.1: Mean, Median and perentage of data lower than 0.5-median value and higher than
1.5-median value of the ozone time series at Neumayer, Halley, Cape Point and onboard of
Polarstern. Analysed periods range from 27 August to 17 Otober 2006 as well as for the
entire year 2006, at Halley for the year 2003.
Table 3.1. provides the mean and the median of the ozone timeseries for 2006 at both
Antarti stations Neumayer and Halley and at the South Afrian researh station Cape Point
as well as of the ozone timeseries for the period between 27 August and 17 Otober 2006 at
I
only from 21 marh to 31 deember
II
data from Helmig et al. [2007℄
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the researh stations Neumayer, Halley and Cape Point and onboard of the researh vessel
Polarstern. The dierene between the mean and the median value provides an indiation of
isolated events with strongly depleted or enhaned ozone. Additionally Table 1 indiates the
perentage of the hourly data that fell below and above 0.5 and 1.5 times the annual median
ozone value and the median ozone onentration to determine either extremely high or low
ozone values during the Winter Weddell Outow Study. The ozone timeseries measured at
Halley in 2006 are inomplete, the mean and the median of these data must therefore be
regarded with aution. For omparison the mean and median of the ozone time series of
2003 at Halley are provided [Helmig et al., 2007℄. Table 1 indiates that the mean ozone
onentration at the Antarti stations Neumayer and Halley as well as at the South Afrian
station Cape Point are very similar. As the expedition Winter Weddell Outow Study took
plae in the end of the winter of the Southern Hemisphere, the mean and the median of the
ozone onentration of this period are slightly higher than the annual mean in the observed
area (ompare Figure 3.3.). Comparing the perentage of the hourly data that fell below 0.5
times the median ozone onentration between 27 August and 17 Otober 2006 reveals a high
rate of ozone drops below this arbitrary limit at the researh station Halley. It demonstrates
that frequent ozone depletion events took plae at the Antarti station (ompare gures
3.2.b and 3.3.b). In 2003, 8.5 % of the data met the < 0.5-times annual median riteria (see
Table 1).
As already seen in Figure 3.2. no ozone depletion events took plae between 27 August
and 17 Otober 2006 at Cape Point. This is onrmed by Table 1: the perentage of data
meeting the < 0.5-times median riteria for this period equals 0.0%.
Table 1 also suggests that the annual mean ozone value, whih, evidently, will be more
inuened by events with extreme high or low ozone onentration, exeeds the median value
at Cape Point. Additionally Cape Point is the only station in the observed area where some
data meet the > 1.5-times median riteria for the period between 27 August and 17 Otober
2006 as well as for the entire year 2006. This underlines the frequeny of periods with elevated
ozone onentration (ompare Figure 3.3.). Sine suh high ozone onentrations were only
enountered at the South Afrian researh station and not at the Antarti stations, they
an be interpretated as pollution peaks [Brunke et al., 2010℄.
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3.2 Link between ozone onentrations and meteorologial ondi-
tions
Ozone depletion events are dened as sudden drops of the ozone onentration on a
timesale of minutes to several days [Simpson et al., 2007℄. Two dierent proesses an ause
the sudden derease of the ozone onentration: They an be meteorologially ontrolled or
hemially indued. In this hapter, the meteorologial auses of the four ozone depletion
events that happened during the Winter Weddell Outow Study will be investigated.
Previous measurements in 2003 and 2007 in the Arti revealed that low ozone levels rep-
resented the normal state of the boundary layer of the Arti Oean in springtime (in 2003
more than 55 % and in 2007 more than 66 % of all ozone observations were below 5 ppbV,
whih was used to dene ozone depletion events) [Jaobi et al., 2010℄. These dereases in
ozone were in many ases aompanied by inreases in pressure and vie versa. Similarly,
ozone onentrations and loal air temperatures were positively orrelated during the fast
ozone transitions [Jaobi et al., 2010℄. The available data sets were investigated for the re-
lationships between O3, pressure and air temperature. Further investigations indiated the
onnetions between the sudden hanges in ozone onentration and air mass hanges. Hene,
aording to Jaobi et al. [2010℄, the transition between low and high ozone over the Arti
Oean is related to lows entering the region from lower latitudes. These lows indue hanges
in the transport of air masses leading to simultaneous hanges in meteorologial variables
like pressure and temperature as well as ozone onentration.
The main fator for depressions to develop in higher latitudes in the southern hemisphere
is an intense meridional temperature gradient in the troposphere. Due to the higher albedo of
snow and ie, the surfae radiation on and around the ontinent Antartia is mostly negative
and the ooling of the lower troposphere happens faster in higher latitudes than in middle
latitudes [König-Langlo et al., 1998℄. The polar front separates the old polar air to the south
and the more temperate air masses to the north in the Southern Hemisphere. This region
is favorable for barolini waves to generate and further develop into low pressure systems
[King and Turner, 1997℄. This leads to a low Index exposure and a trough-ridge system. The
Index-exposure is dened as the absolute value of the dierene between two geopotential-
elds in dierent latitudes. Under these onditions, the vortiity term must be onsidered.
The following Omega-equation [Holton, 2004℄ desribes the behaviour of pressure systems
and depits the yloni rotation of low pressure systems and the antiyloni rotation of
high pressure systems.
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(3.1)
∇2 is the Laplaian Operator; f and f0 are the Coriolis parameter in s
−1
. f0 is a onstant
value dened as f0 = 2Ωsinϕ0 whereas f is a funtion of the latitude f = 2Ωsinϕ where
ϕ indiates the latitude in degrees and Ω is the rotation rate in s−1. The stati stability is
desribed by σ. ω indiates the generalised veloity in ms−1 and − ~∇2Φ the relative vortiity
in s
−1
where Φ is the geopotential in gpm. The geostrophi wind is desribed by ~vg, thus
− ~vg.~∇ is the advetion with the geostrophi wind in ms
−1
.
Aording to the Omega-equation (Equation 3.1.), the ombination of negative vortiity
advetion and warm air advetion in the Southern Hemisphere leads to the asent of the air
mass. This an result in a yloni depression.
The repartition of land masses in the Southern Hemisphere diers largely from the North-
ern Hemisphere. These dierenes inuene the behaviour of pressure systems. Whereas
in the Northern Hemisphere the low pressure systems penetrate into the Arti Oean, the
depressions that develop over the Southern Oeans rst move in a zonal diretion. Therefore,
the low pressure systems are already in a mature stage when they reah the Antarti on-
tinent. Sine Antartia onsists of a high plateau, the depressions are unable to penetrate
far into the interior of the ontinent. They usually turn towards the east and again move in
a zonal diretion parallel to the oast in a latitude band of 60 to 70° South (see Figure 3.4.).
This region is known as the irumpolar trough [King and Turner, 1997℄.
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Figure 3.4: The total ount of ylogenesis in 5° latitude bands for summer (June, July, Au-
gust), autumn (September, Otober, November), winter (Deember, January, February) and
spring (Marh, April, May), for the period 1975-1989 [King and Turner, 1997℄.
Figure 3.4. illustrates the number of low pressure systems as a funtion of the latitude
showing that the maximum of ylones resides in the irumpolar trough between 60 and 70°
South. Further south the number of ylones dereases rapidly as the high altitude of the
Antarti ontinent prevent the low pressure systems to move in a southern diretion.
The horizontal temperature gradient between middle and high latitudes needed for the
development of large-sale ylones shows two maxima around the equinoxes. Hene, the
irumpolar trough is strongest in spring and autumn [Shlosser et al., 2011℄. The RV Po-
larstern was situated in the irumpolar trough during the Winter Weddell Outow Study
in spring 2006. Therefore, it is possible that large-sale ylones had an impat on the ozone
onentration.
Besides large-sale frontal ylones, a potential for non-frontal developments exists near
the Antarti oast and espeially in the Weddell Sea. Katabati and drainage winds from
the interior of the ontinent an lead to higher onvergene and upward motion over the
oean. Additionally large surfae uxes of sensible as well as latent heat from the surfae
of the water to the atmosphere arise when old ontinental air moves over the oean. This
an lead to barolini instability [Heinemann, 1990℄. Aording to Heinemann et al. [1990℄,
non-frontal developments inrease with inreasing southern latitude.
Hene, during the entire ruise the RV Polarstern was situated in regions with enhaned
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ylogenesis. The onnetion between pressure, air temperature and ozone onentration is
investigated for this ruise.
During the Winter Weddell Outow Study, ozone depletion events were dened as ozone
drops below 70% of the mean ozone onentration (ompare table 1), orresponding to 19
ppbV. The ozone time series reorded onboard of the researh vessel Polarstern reveals four
oasions with ozone onentrations below this threshold between 27 August and 17 Otober
2006 (see Figure 3.5.).
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Figure 3.5: Correted ozone onentration onboard of the researh vessel Polarstern during the
Winter Weddell Outow Study between 27 August and 17 Otober 2006.
The rst ozone depletion event (ODE1) took plae between 05 September 2006, 20:35 and
07 September 2006, 00:15. The ozone onentration dropped below 5 ppbV in only one hour
and lastet only one day. During the seond ozone depletion event between 23 September
2006, 01:05 and 25 September 2006, 09:35, the period with low ozone level lasted longer.
The ozone onentration dropped below 15 ppbV. The third ozone depletion event happened
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between 29 September 2006, 11:45 and 01 Otober 2006, 18:35. The ozone onentration
barely dropped below the threshold of 19 ppbV. The last ozone depletion event was the
longest. It started on 08 Otober 2006 at 02:05 and lasted until 11 Otober 2006, 16:15.
Besides ozone onentration, standard meteorologial data (pressure, temperature, dew-
point et.) were measured onboard of the researh vessel Polarstern. These loal observations
were used for the following analyses.
Correlation R² Correlation R²
Date & Time Air pressure - O3 Air temperature - O3
ODE1 Drop 05.09.06, 20:35 - 05.09.06, 21:55 (- 0.10) (+ 0.69)
Rise 06.09.06, 19:25 - 07.09.06, 00:15 + 0.98 + 0.97
ODE2 Drop 23.09.06, 01:05 - 23.09.06, 14:05 (- 0.90) (+ 0.55)
Rise 24.09.06, 05:55 - 25.09.06, 09:35 (+ 0.47) + 0.43
ODE3 Drop 30.09.06, 21:55 - 01.10.06, 04:25 - 0.89 + 0.96
Rise 01.10.06, 15:45 - 01.10.06, 18:35 (+ 0.33) + 0.98
ODE4 Drop 08.10.06, 02:05 - 08.10.06, 21:35 (+ 0.72) (+ 0.03)
Rise 10.10.06, 12:15 - 11.10.06, 16:15 + 0.91 + 0.62
Table 3.2: Correlation between ozone onentration and air pressure and ozone onentra-
tion and air temperature, respetively, during the ozone depletion events 1 to 4 onboard of
Polarstern between 27 August and 17 Otober 2006 . (Figures an be found in the annexes).
The orrelation oeients obtained from linear regressions of the air pressure and the
ozone onentration during the 4 deteted ozone depletion events are shown in Table 2. The
orrelations based on hanges below 3 hPa regarding air pressure and hanges below 3°C on-
erning air temperature are onsidered as not signiant enough and are put in parentheses.
The oeient of determination R² ranges from -0.89 to +0.98. The orrelation between air
pressure and ozone onentration is positive (inrease of the air pressure) during the rise of
the ozone onentration (range between +0.91 and +0.98). Only one oeient of deter-
mination is retained desribing the orrelation during the drops of the ozone onentration.
Hene no statement an be made regarding the orrelation between air pressure and sudden
ozone derease.
Table 2 also indiates the orrelation between the air temperature and the ozone on-
entration during the 4 ozone depletion events. Considering the hanges in air temperature
exeeding 3°C, the oeient of determination R² is positive during both drops and rises
of the ozone onentration. R² ranges from +0.43 to +0.98. Ozone onentration and air
temperature deline or inrease simultaneously.
In summary, there is no onsistent statistial relationship between the ozone onentration
and the air pressure but a ertain onnetion between the air temperature and the ozone
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onentration. To examine if the ozone depletion events were related to hanges in the air
mass, the prevailing meteorologial onditions are analyzed more preisely for eah ozone
depletion event. This analysis is based on the re-analysis data of The European Centre for
Medium-Range Weather Foreasts (ECMWF) and bak trajetories using the Hysplit Model
to allow the determination of the origin of the air masses related to either high or low ozone
onentration.
3.2.1 Derease of the ozone onentration between 05.09.06, 20:35 - 05.09.06,
21:55
Aording to Figure 3.6, an intense low pressure system was loated south of the RV
Polarstern during this period. As the ozone derease lasted only one hour, the air pressure
onboard did barely hange. Hene, no orrelation exists between air pressure and ozone
onentration in this ase (see Table 3.2.). The low pressure system loated south-east as
well as a high pressure system situated north-east of the researh vessel did not partiularly
intensify or move during the ozone depletion.
Figure 3.7. shows the standard meteorologial parameter measured onboard of the researh
vessel as well as the ozone onentration between 19:00 and 22:00 on 05 September 2006
indiating the sudden drop of the ozone onentration.
The graph reveals a similar inrease of the wind veloity (from below 5 ms
−1
to more
than 15 ms
−1
). The additional derease and subsequent inrease of the air pressure indiates
a frontal system that passed the researh vessel. The visibility improves abruptly as well.
The hange of the wind diretion (from north-west to south-west) indiates a hange of the
origin of the air masses. The air masses arriving from north-west ontained bakground ozone
levels. With the wind hange to south-west, ozone depleted air reahed the researh vessel
and the ozone onentration measured onboard dereased. In this ase, the sudden drop of
the measured ozone onentration an be explained by the hange of air masses due to a
frontal system.
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Figure 3.6: Mean sea level pressure, wind diretion and wind speed between 05.09.2006, 18:00
and 06.09.2006, 00:00. The blak point in the mean sea level pressure map indiates the
position of the researh vessel Polarstern. The blak points in the wind map represent the
loation of the researh stations Neumayer and Halley and the researh vessel Polarstern.
The wind speed is divided into three ategories: The blue arrows represent wind speeds below
8 m s
−1
, the yellow ones wind speeds between 8 m s
−1
and 12 m s
−1
and the red arrows wind
speeds above 12 m s
−1. Note that the Antarti plateau has an average height of 3000 m.
The redution of pressure from the stations in the interior of the ontinent to mean sea level
pressure an be inaurate sine the temperature struture of the titious air olumn between
the station and the mean sea level has to be estimated.
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Figure 3.7: Visibility, wind veloity, wind diretion, humidity, dew point, temperature, pres-
sure and ozone onentration during the rst ozone depletion measured by the researh vessel
Polarstern in southern spring 2006. The period with ontinuously dereasing ozone onen-
tration is indiated by the shaded area.
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3.2.2 Inrease of the ozone onentration between 06.09.06, 19:25 - 07.09.06,
00:15
As illustrated in Figure 3.8., on 06.09.2006, 12:00, Polarstern was inuened by the same
low pressure system loated south-east of the ship as during the drop of the ozone onentra-
tion. As this low pressure system weakened and the high pressure system situated north-west
of the researh vessel moved south-east, the air pressure measured on board inreased. Simul-
taneously the wind diretion onboard of the researh vessel hanged from south-south-west
to south-west and furthermore to west and the wind speed dereased from between 8 and 12
m s
−1
to below 8 m s
−1
. With the approah of this high pressure system from the north and
the hange of the wind diretion, the ozone onentration inreased.
Figure 3.9. shows the 120-hour bakward trajetories before (18:00) and during the in-
rease of the ozone onentration (20:00 and 22:00) on 05 September 2006. It reveals the
hange of the origin of the air masses. Whereas the air masses reahing the researh vessel at
18:00 originated from east of the Antarti Peninsula, the air masses observed at 20:00 and
22:00 were oming from the high plateau of the ontinent. Before the inrease of the ozone
onentration (18:00), the trajetories reveal that the air masses originated from over 500m
height, therefore from the free atmosphere and not from the boundary layer. Aording to
Jones et al. [2010℄, ozone depletions in higher layers are observed oasionally. In this ase,
ozone depleted air masses seem to have been transported down from higher altitudes into
the boundary layer.
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Figure 3.8: Mean sea level pressure, wind diretion and wind speed between 06.09.2006, 12:00
and 07.09.2006, 00:00. See Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.9: 120-hour bakward trajetories for the researh vessel Polarstern. Trajetories are
shown for the period between 18:00 UTC and 22:00 UTC on 05 September 2006. Starting
point of the trajetories are the atual ship's positions. The red line on the bottom indiates
the altitude of the trajetory, the blak one illustrates the terrain height in meters. Note that
the time axis runs from right to left.
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3.2.3 Derease of the ozone onentration between 23.09.06, 01:05 - 23.09.06,
14:05
Aording to Figure 3.11., on 22.09.2006, 18:00, the wind diretion and the wind speed
measured onboard of the RV Polarstern was strongly inuened by a low pressure system
loated east of the ship. Hene the wind diretion was south-south-west and the wind speed
between 8 and 12 m s
−1
. On 23.09.2006, during the ourse of the day, a high pressure
system loated west of the reserh vessel approahed and the wind diretion turned sligthly
to south. As the low pressure system loated east intensied simoultaneously, the wind
measured onboard inreased in speed (above 12 m s
−1
). With the approah of this high
pressure system from the west, the intensiation of the low pressure system situated east
and the resulting inrease of the wind speed, the ozone onentration dereases.
Aording to gure 3.10., the air parels reahing the researh vessel Polarstern at 00:00
and 02:00 UTC on 23 September 2006 originated both over the Weddell Sea.
As the hemial reations depleting ozone take plae on the surfae, ozone depletion
events mostly take plae in the boundary layer. Vertial observations of ODEs mostly show
low ozone onentrations in the boundary layer whereas the ozone in higher layers is at bak-
ground levels. Hene, it is important to examine the height of the air parels reahing the
researh vessel before and during the drop of the ozone onentration. The boundary layer
height around the researh vessel was around 500 m. By omparing both trajetories, an
important dierene beomes obvious. The air parels reahing the researh vessel at 00:00
UTC (before the sudden ozone depletion) entered the boundary layer only a few minutes
before nally arriving at the researh vessel. Therefore, no hemial destrution ould have
taken plae before the ozone onentration was measured onboard. Contrarily, the air parels
reahing Polarstern at 02:00 on 23 September 2006 entered the boundary layer on 21 Septem-
ber 2006, 18:00 (see Figure 3.10.). In that ase hemial depletion ould have taken plae
while the air parels stayed in the boundary layer and ould have been transported to the
position of Polarstern afterwards. Both air masses reahing the RV before and during the
derease of the ozone onentratration originated over the Antati ontinent, rossing the
Weddell Sea.
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Figure 3.10: 72-hour bakward trajetories for the researh vessel Polarstern. Trajetories are
shown for the period between 00:00 UTC and 02:00 UTC on 23 September 2006. See Figure
3.9.
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Figure 3.11: Mean sea level pressure, wind diretion and wind speed between 22.09.2006, 18:00
and 23.09.2006, 18:00. See Figure 3.6.
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3.2.4 Inrease of the ozone onentration between 24.09.06, 05:55 - 25.09.06,
09:35
As illustrated in Figure 3.12., the high pressure, that already had been aeting the
meteorologial onditions during the derease of the ozone onentration, was loated west
of the measuring point and again inuened the wind diretion and speed measured onboard.
Although this system weakened, it approahed the researh vessel and thus the air pressure
measured onboard inreased. The wind diretion stayed south in the beginning of the ozone
inrease onboard. In ontrast, the wind speed dereased from above 12 m s
−1
to below 8 m
s
−1
. As the high pressure system moved north-east, the wind diretion hanged to south-west
on 25.09.2006.
Aording to Figure 3.13, the air parels reahing the RV on 24 September 2006, 00:00
UTC during the period with low ozone onentration originated from Queen-Maud-Land
on the Antarti ontinent and did not leave the boundary layer. In the beginning of the
inrease of the ozone onentration, no hange of the wind diretion was determined onboard
(Figure 3.12.); nevertheless a hange of the origin of the air masses took plae. At 07:00,
the air parels arrived from the interior of the ontinent. But they also passed the boundary
over the Weddell Sea. On 25 September 2006, 00:00 (see Figure 3.13.), the provenane of the
air masses observed on board hanged again. Originating from Queen-Maud-Land, the air
parels asended into the free troposphere as they reahed the Weddell Sea. They passed the
Antarti Peninsula before reahing again the boundary layer and nally the RV Polarstern.
Hene, the origin of the air mass hanged at least two times during the rise of the ozone
onentration.
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Figure 3.12: Mean sea level pressure, wind diretion and wind speed between 24.09.2006, 00:00
and 25.09.2006, 00:00. See Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.13: 120-hour bakward trajetories for the researh vessel Polarstern. Trajetories
are shown for the period between 00:00 UTC on 24 September 2006 and 00:00 UTC on 25
September 2006. See Figure 3.9.
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3.2.5 Derease of the ozone onentration between 30.09.06, 21:55 - 01.10.06,
04:25
During this period a weak low pressure system was loated north-east of the Antarti
peninsula, only a few kilometers away from the researh vessel Polarstern. As the low pressure
system lled up, the air pressure measured on board inreased. Due to the low intensity of
this system, the wind diretion measured on board was primarily inuened by the wind
irulation around the Antarti Peninsula. Hene the wind diretion alternated between
west and south-west with a onstant speed of less than 8 m s
−1
during this period. Aording
to Figure 3.15. there was no air mass hange that ould have indued the derease of the
ozone onentration measured onboard of the researh vessel Polarstern. As the BrO map
(Figure 3.14.) indiates an elevated vertial olumn north-east of the Antarti Peninsula on
30.09.2011, the ozone depletion event ould have been hemially indued.
Figure 3.14: BrO vertial olumn on 30.09.2006.
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Figure 3.15: Mean sea level pressure, wind diretion and wind speed between 30.09.2006, 18:00
and 01.10.2006, 06:00. See Figure 3.6.
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3.2.6 Inrease of the ozone onentration between 01.10.06, 15:45 - 01.10.06,
18:35
Aording to Figure 3.16., on 01.10.2006, 12:00, the high pressure system north of the
Antarti Peninsula, that already had been aeting the meteorologial onditions during the
derease of the ozone onentration, has inreased in intensity. The airmasses transported
along the southern rim, either had to overow or to irulate around the Antarti Peninsula.
As the researh vessel Polarstern was situated in the area, where the air masses irulated
around, the wind diretion was west to south-west. With the intensiation of the high
pressure system, the pressure onboard inreased. The wind speed exeeded 8 m s
−1
at 18:00.
Figure 3.16: Mean sea level pressure, wind diretion and wind speed between 01.10.2006, 12:00
and 02.10.2006, 00:00. See Figure 3.6.
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3.2.7 Derease of the ozone onentration between 08.10.06, 02:05 - 08.10.06,
21:35
As illustrated in Figure 3.17., on 08.10.2006, 00:00, the researh vessel Polarstern is loated
between a high pressure system to the south-east and a low pressure system to the north-
east. Aording to these two systems and the proximity of the Antarti Peninsula, the
wind diretion on board is south-east. As the high pressure system weakens, the pressure
onboard dereases slightly and the wind diretion turns south. With the weakening of the
high pressure system south-east and the onsequential hange of the wind diretion bringing
air masses from the Weddell Sea, the ozone onentration dereased.
Aording to Figure 3.18., the air parels reahing the researh vessel Polarstern at 01:00,
03:00 and 12:00 UTC on 08 Otober 2006 originated all from the same region. But ompar-
ing the height of the trajetories reveals a dierene that ould have inuened the ozone
onentration. The air parels reahing the researh vessel at 01:00 UTC (before the ozone
depletion) were fored to asend due to small sale wind systems two days before arriving at
Polarstern. In ontrast, the air parels reahing the researh vessel during the ozone depletion
(03:00 and 12:00) were ontinously in the boundary layer.
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Figure 3.17: Mean sea level pressure, wind diretion and wind speed between 08.10.2006, 00:00
and 08.10.2006, 18:00. See Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.18: 120-hour bakward trajetories for the researh vessel Polarstern. Trajetories are
shown for the period between 01:00 UTC and 12:00 UTC on 08 Otober 2006. See Figure
3.9.
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3.2.8 Inrease of the ozone onentration between 10.10.06, 12:15 - 11.10.06,
16:15
On 10.10.2006, 06:00 (see Figure 3.19.), the wind diretion onboard of the researh vessel
was inuened by a ol that extended from the Antarti Peninsula to the Prime Meridian.
Polarstern was situated south of this divergene area, hene the wind diretion was north. As
the high pressure system loated over the South Amerian ontinent approahed during the
ourse of the day, the air pressure onboard rose. Simultaneously the wind diretion hanged
from north to west, thus the air masses overowed the Antarti Peninsula before reahing
the researh vessel. The wind speed remained below 8 m s
−1
. With the approah of this high
pressure system from the north-west and the hange of the wind diretion onstraining the
air masses to ross the Antarti Peninsula, the ozone onentration inreased.
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Figure 3.19: Mean sea level pressure, wind diretion and wind speed between 10.10.2006, 06:00
and 11.10.2006, 06:00. See Figure 3.6.
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3.2.9 Conlusion
The meteorology in the Southern Atlanti, espeially in the Weddell Sea is dominated by
two dierent synoptial systems. On the one hand, low pressure systems often form in the ir-
umpolar trough and move in a zonal diretion parallel to the oast [King and Turner, 1997℄.
On the other hand, intense high pressure systems form over the South Amerian Continent.
As they move eastwards, they inuene the wind systems in the Weddell Sea.
Figure 3.20: Shematial trajetories during the sudden dereases (indiated by 1a, 2a, 3a
and 4a respetively) and before the inrease (indiated by 1b, 2b, 3b and 4b respetively)
of the ozone onentration during the four ozone depletion events observed onboard of the
RV Polarstern. The blak points indiate the approximate ship's positions, the lines the
assoiated trajetories alulated for an arrival height of 10 meters above the mean sea level.
BL (boundary layer) signies that the air masses stayed in the boundary layer before
reahing the RV Polarstern. FT (free troposphere) indiates that the air parels stayed in
a height superior than 500 m above mean sea level before reahing the ship.
During the ODE1 (1a and 1b) and the ODE2 (2a and 2b) the air masses originated from the
Weddell Sea. The air parels resided in the boundary layer where hemial destrution ould
have taken plae, exept for the trajetory 1b (before the inrease of the ozone onentration
during ODE1) originating from higher layers, from an altitude of 700 to 1200 m approxi-
mately during the 120 hours before reahing the ship (see Figure 3.9.). It demonstrates that
ozone depleted air masses an reside in higher layers and an be mixed downwards into the
boundary layer. Whether the ozone onentration was depleted in the boundary layer and
was transported in higher layers by loal wind systems or the ozone depletion took plae in
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the free troposphere, an not be determined with the available data. The ODE3 (3a and 3b)
seem to be a loal hemially ontrolled event as no air mass hanges took plae. The 4th
sudden derease of the ozone onentration during the Winter Weddell Outow Study (4a)
was initiated by the transport of air masses originating from west of the Antarti Peninsula
and passing trough the boundary layer above the Weddell Sea. The trajetory 4b, indiat-
ing the path of the air parels reahing the RV Polarstern before the inrease of the ozone
onentration during ODE4, reveals a loal hemially indued depletion of the ozone on-
entration. Hene, the ODE4 seems to be meteorologially indued and intensied by a loal
depletion of the ozone onentration.
Comparing the meteorologially ontrolled ozone depletions in southern spring 2006 re-
veals that most of the depleted air masses (ODE 1, 2 and 4) were transported from the
interior of the Weddell Sea to the observational sites. However, also loal proesses at the
northwestern rim of the Weddell Sea an ontribute to the destrution of ozone (ODE3).
Figure 3.21: Shematial trajetories before the sudden derease (indiated by 1a, 2a, 3a and
4a respetively) and during the inrease of the ozone onentration (indiated by 1b, 2b,
3b and 4b respetively) during the four ozone depletion events observed onboard of the RV
Polarstern. The blak points indiate the approximate ship's positions, the lines the assoiated
trajetories alulated for an arrival height of 10 meters above the mean sea level. FT (free
troposphere) indiates that the air parels stayed in a height superior than 500 m above mean
sea level before reahing the ship.
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The air masses residing in and around the Weddell Sea are inuened by the low pressure
systems developing in the irumpolar through and the high pressure systems approahing
from the South Amerian ontinent. The interation between those two synoptial systems
sometimes onstrains air parels to irulate around or overow the Antarti Peninsula. The
eight trajetories in Figure 3.21. represent the origin of the air masses before the sudden
drop and during the inrease of the ozone onentration. Figure 3.21. reveals that the
trajetories during ODE3 (3a, 3b) and ODE4 (4a, 4b) as well as during the inrease of
the ozone onentration after the seond ozone depletion event (2b) irulated around the
Antarti Peninsula. Before the rst derease of the ozone onentration (1a), the air parels
arrived from north-west due to a low pressure system situated south of the position of the
RV. The air masses during the inrease of the ozone onentration of the rst ODE (1b) as
well as the air parels reahing the RV before the seond derease of the ozone onentration
(2a) originated both from the interior of the Antarti ontinent and resided in layers above
the boundary layer (500 to 1500 over terrain height level for 1b and 500 to 1000 m over
terrain height level for 2a) before being measured onboard. During the ODE3 (3a and 3b),
the air masses mainly resided in the boundary layer while irulating around the Antarti
Peninsula. Before the 4th sudden ozone depletion (4a), the air masses irulated around as
well, but resided in a height of 500 m for a short time of two days before arriving at the ship.
Hene, downward mixing of ozone-rih air masses from layers above the boundary layer ould
be possible.
During the Winter Weddell Outow Study, the air masses reahing the RV and ausing
the inrease of the ozone onentration to bakground level as well as the air masses measured
onboard before a sudden derease of the ozone onentration originated all from the interior
of the Antarti Continent, the Southern Atlanti or west of the Antarti Peninsula. Those,
whih passed the Weddell Sea resided in the free troposphere, where in these ases no hemial
reations took plae.
During the Winter Weddell Outow Study, the meteorologially ontrolled ozone deple-
tion events revealed an important similarity. It seems that the ozone depleted air masses
always passed the Weddell Sea before reahing the RV Polarstern. Additionally the air
masses ausing the sudden meteorologially ontrolled ozone dereases during the Winter
Weddell Outow Study rossed the boundary layer above the Weddell Sea. Only in one ase
(1b, Figure 3.21.) already depleted air masses from the free troposphere were transported
downwards to the ship. In ontrast the meteorologially ontrolled inreases of the ozone
onentration seem to be linked to the presene of high pressure systems south-east of the
South Amerian ontinent. The trajetories during ODE3 and ODE4 as well as during the
inrease of the ozone onentration after the seond ozone depletion event reveal air masses
irulating around the Antarti Peninsula before being measured onboard.
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Aording to Figure 3.20., hemial destrution of ozone happened mainly in the boundary
layer above the Weddell Sea. The depleted air masses were transported abroad whereas the
air masses approahing from west of the Antarti Peninsula were rih in ozone and aused
an inrease of the ozone onentration onboard (Figure 3.21.).
The analysis indiate a onsiderable dierene between ozone depletion events over the
Arti Oean and the Weddell Sea. Aording to Jaobi et al. [2010℄, during the observations
in 2003 and 2007 in the Arti Oean, low ozone mixing ratios onstitued the prevailing state
of the boundary layer (55% in 2003 and 66% in 2007 of all ozone observations were below
the limit used to dene ozone depletion events) and this depleted state was only interrupted
by episodes with elevated ozone mixing ratios. Contrarily, on the north-western rim of the
Weddell Sea, ozone onentration was mostly at bakground level and only 6.1% of the
data were below the threshold of 19 ppbV used to speify ozone depletion events during the
Winter Weddell Outow Study. In the Arti Oean, the inrease of the ozone onentration
to bakground level was linked to the approah of low pressure systems from the South
bringing air masses from lower latitudes. Furthermore, the ozone mixing ratio dereased
quikly as soon as the low ontinued to move farther north. As a result, over the Arti
Oean, dereases in ozone were often aompanied by inreases in pressure and vie versa. In
ontrast, the ozone onentration in the Weddell Sea was only partly linked to meteorologial
systems and there was no onsistent orrelation between the ozone onentration and the air
pressure, and the ozone onentration and the air temperature, respetively. Whereas the
ozone derease seem to be dependent on air masses arriving from the interior of the Weddel
Sea, ozone inreases were often indued by the approah of high pressure systems from the
South Amerian Continent.
Most of the ozone drops observed onboard of the RV Polarstern during the Winter Wed-
dell Outow Study are indued by already depleted air masses approahing from southern
latitudes and rossing the Weddell Sea. Obviously hemial destrution of ozone mainly takes
plae in the boundary layer above the Weddell Sea.
However, an ozone depletion does not neessarily take plae as soon as the air masses
ross the Weddell Sea before reahing the measuring point.
Figure 3.22. illustrates a 120-bakward trajetory on 16 otober 2006 staying in the
boundary layer over the Weddell Sea. Reahing the RV Polarstern, the ozone onentration
stayed at bakground level (26,6 ppbV), no ozone depletion took plae.
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Figure 3.22: 120-hour bakward trajetory on 16 otober 2006, 22:00. Starting point is the
atual ship position.
To get informations about the perentage of trajetories passing the Weddell Sea and
bringing air masses with low ozone onentration, two trajetories - at 00:00 and 12:00 UTC
- have been plotted for eah day between 27 August and 17 Otober 2006. On 31 August
2006, 00:00, no data were available. Hene, a total of 103 trajetories has been obtained for
the period where the Winter Weddell Outow Study took plae.
As already seen before, only 6.1 % of the total ozone onentration measured during the
WWOS was onsidered as depleted ozone onentration.
Trajetories N° of trajetories Depleted ozone Bakground ozone
- All 103 6.1 % 93.9 %
- Crossing the Weddell Sea 31 (30.1 %) 35.5 % 64.5 %
- Crossing the Weddell Sea < 500 m 7 (6.8 %) 58.5 % 41.5 %
Table 3.3: Distintion between trajetories bringing air masses with depleted ozone onentra-
tions and air masses with bakground ozone mixing ratios. Further distintion between tra-
jetories rossing the Weddell Sea in any height and rossing the Weddell Sea in the boundary
layer (below 500 m height).
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During the Winter Weddell Outow Study, between 27 August and 17 Otober 2006, 30.1
% of the trajetories rossed the Weddell Sea in dierent heights before reahing the RV
Polarstern. Only one third of the air parels passing the Weddell Sea were low in ozone
onentration when they arrived at the ship, whereas the remaining air masses ontained
bakground ozone mixing ratios.
58.5 % of the air masses rossing the boundary layer above the Weddell Sea before reahing
the ship were depleted in ozone during the Winter Weddell Outow Study whereas 41.5 %
of the air masses ontained ozone onentration at bakground level.
Aording to this, the probability of ozone depletion rises from 6.1 % to 35.5 % as soon as
the trajetories pass the Weddell Sea and even reahes 58.5 % when the air masses remain
in the boundary layer above the Weddell Sea.
The results indiate that, in southern spring, the probability of an ozone depletion event
is elevated when the air masses passed the boundary layer above the Weddell Sea before
reahing the measuring point.
In the Arti, the perentage rate of ODEs is higher in the Central Arti Oean ompared
to oastal sites. This analysis reveals that the onditions seem to be very similar in Antartia.
Ozone depletion events are probably muh more frequent in the interior of the Weddell Sea
ompared to the edge, where the WWOS took plae. In fat, the perentage rate of ozone
depletion events in the Arti Oean and in the interior of the Weddell Sea ould be very
similar.
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3.3 Chemistry
Aording to Simpson et al. [2007℄, hemial proesses lead to ozone depletion events in
the polar regions. These loal hemial proesses are initiated by an elevated onentration of
Br in the boundary layer reating with ozone and therefore reating BrO as key intermediate
for the destrution of ozone. The BrO onentration was measured onboard of the researh
vessel during the Winter Weddell Outow Study using the Dierential Optial Absorption
Spetrosopy (DOAS) (see setion 6.5.). BrO data were provided by Dr. Andreas Rihter
from the Institute of Environmental Physis, University of Bremen.
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Figure 3.23: Daily means of the BrO vertial olumns measured onboard with a MAX-DOAS
instrument between 30 August 2006 and 27 Otober 2006. The bars indiate the estimated
error.
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Figure 3.23 indiates the daily mean BrO vertial olumns during the Winter Weddell
Outow Study. Sine aerosols have a signiant impat on the measurements the absolute
value of the data is strongly dependent on the amount of aerosols present along the light path
in the atmosphere (http://www.doas-bremen.de/doas_tutorial.htm). The eet an be
estimated with the help of the visibility measured onboard of the researh vessel. Depending
on the visibility, the data must be divided by a oeient of 3 to 5 to orret the data. Sine
a detailed alulation of the radiative transfer in the atmosphere is required to orret the
observed vertial olumns, the observations an only be used for a qualitative omparison
with the observed ozone onentrations.
As revealed by Figure 3.23., there are several events where the BrO onentration measured
onboard inreased for periods between one to three days.
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Figure 3.24: Comparison between the BrO onentration observed by the SCIAMACHY instru-
ment and the BrO onentration measured onboard using the MAX-DOAS.
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Figure 3.24. shows a omparison of BrO data measured onboard of the researh vessel
during the Winter Weddell Outow Study on the one hand and deteted by the satellite
on the other hand. The data measured by the SCIAMACHY instrument represent the BrO
vertial olums within a radius of 200 km around the RV Polarstern whereas the MAX-DOAS
instrument measures the vertial olumn within a smaller radius.
Aording to Figure 3.24., both BrO time series have the same trend indiating that both
SCIAMACHY data as well as MAX-DOAS data an be used for further omparisons with
ozone onentration during the Winter Weddell Outow Study.
The shaded areas in gure 3.24. reveal two periods, where the SCIAMACHY as well as
the MAX-DOAS time series indiate a similar inrease of the BrO onentration but whih
do not happen simultaneously. During the rst period, between 21 and 26 september 2006,
the inrease of the BrO data measured by SCIAMACHY started earlier than those olleted
onboard of the RV. Hene, the maximum of the BrO vertial olumn was as well reahed
before in the data reorded by the satellite. It indiates that the BrO inreased rst within
a radius of 200 km around the RV Polarstern before atually reahing the RV itself. During
the seond period, between 30 september and 03 otober 2006, the time series reveal that
the BrO vertial olumn measured by the MAX-DOAS instrument onboard of the RV rose
quiker than the data olleted by the satellite. It suggests that the BrO vertial olumn was
denser above the researh vessel than within the radius of 200 km around it.
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Figure 3.25: Daily mean of the BrO onentration and the ozone onentration measured on-
board during the Winter Weddell Outow Study. The shaded area indiates the observed
ozone depletion events.
Sine the DOAS method to detet BrO only operates during daylight hours, the daily
mean is atually a mean for the daily insolation period. To diretly ompare the dierent
time series of BrO and ozone, daily means of the ozone onentration were alulated for the
same period for eah day. The used lower limit to determine the insolation period orresponds
to 20 W/m².
Figure 3.25 shows the alulated daily means of the ozone onentration together with
the daily means of loal BrO onentration between 27 August and 17 Otober 2006. During
the four ozone depletion events (ODE 1 to 4) the BrO onentration measured onboard
also varied. Espeially during the events 2, 3 and 4, the ozone onentration and the BrO
onentration were highly anti-orrelated. As the ozone onentration dropped below the
bakground level onentration, the BrO onentration inreased similarly.
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The halogen radial Br reats with ozone, forming a halogen oxide moleule BrO
[Simpson et al., 2007℄. The similar inrease of the BrO onentration and derease of the
ozone onentration indiates that the ozone depletion events measured onboard were in fat
ativated by the presene of Br in the atmosphere.
The two peaks in the BrO time series measured by the SCIAMACHY and the MAX-
DOAS and with a delay in time (see shaded areas in Figure 3.24.) our simoultaneously
with the ozone depletion events 2 and 3 (ompare Figure 3.25.). Setion 8 revealed that
the ozone depletion event between 23 and 25 september 2006 (ODE2) was meteorologially
ontrolled. Aording to this, the BrO data (Figure 3.24.) indiate that the regionally
measured data (SCIAMACHY) inreased earlier than the loal BrO data (MAX-DOAS)
whih again indiates a meteorologially ontrolled ODE. In ontrast, between 30 september
and 1 otober 2006 (ODE2), the BrO vertial olumn attained its maximum rst loally
(onboard of the RV) before rising regionally (in a radius of 200 km). It indiates that ODE2
was initiated by loal hemial destrution.
The BrO time series reveals two other peaks, one at the beginning of the reord as well
as one starting on 17 September and lasting until 21 September 2006 during whih ozone
remained at bakground levels. As the MAX-DOAS measures the BrO onentration in
a vertial olumn extending from the ground to the upper limit of the troposphere, the
olleted data do not provide any information about the exat altitude, where the observed
BrO was loated. Aording to Jones et al. [2010℄, ozone depletion an be observed at
several kilometers altitude while ozone onentration at the surfae is at bakground level.
Conerning the two BrO peaks that apparently had no inuene on the ozone onentration
measured onboard, it is assumed that the inreased BrO onentration resided above the
boundary layer, while the ozone onentration in the boundary layer was not aeted.
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3.4 Ozone onentrations at other Antarti stations
Figure 3.26: Ozone onentration measured at the Antarti researh stations Neumayer (top)
and Halley (bottom) and BrO vertial olumn within a radius of 200 km around both researh
stations measured with the SCIAMACHY satellite between 26 August and 17 Otober 2006.
The shaded areas indiate the ozone depletion events happening simultaneously at both Halley
and Neumayer.
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Ozone data were also olleted at the German Antarti researh station Neumayer
[König-Langlo and Loose, 2007℄ as well as at the researh station Halley.
For both stations, ozone depletion events between 26 August and 17 Otober 2006 were
speied as ozone drops below 70% of the mean ozone onentration, orresponding to 20
ppbV. The ozone time series reorded at Neumayer reveals four events with ozone onen-
trations below the threshold during the measuring period (see Figure 3.26). At Halley, the
ozone onentration dropped seven times below 20 ppbV (see Figure 3.26.). Only the ozone
depletion events happening simultaneously at both stations will be investigated (see Figure
3.26., shaded areas).
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3.4.1 ODE1
Between 27 and 31 August 2006, ozone dropped one time below 20 ppbV at the researh
station Neumayer and three times at the British station Halley.
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Figure 3.27: Ozone onentration at the stations Neumayer and Halley between 27 and 31
August 2006.
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At the Antarti station Neumayer, the sudden ozone depletion seemed to be linked to a
hange of the wind diretion.
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Figure 3.28: Ozone onentration, wind diretion and wind speed at the researh station Neu-
mayer between 27 and 31 August 2006. The shaded area represents the period of the ozone
derease.
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Figure 3.28. represents the ozone onentration, wind diretion and wind speed at Neu-
mayer for the period of the ozone depletion event. The ozone onentration dropped at the
same time as the wind diretion hanged from south-west (250°) to east (90°). Additionally
the wind inreased from approximately 7 to 15 ms
−1
until the ozone onentration reahed
its minimum (17 ppbV).
Figure 3.29: BrO vertial olumn on 27 and 28 August 2006.
Figure 3.29. reveals elevated BrO vertial olumns east of the researh station Neumayer
on 27 and 28 August 2006. Next to the station, no data are available. Due to the simultaneous
drop of the ozone onentration and the sudden hange in wind diretion, it is probable that
ozone depleted air masses were transported to the station. As the BrO enrihed air masses
moved eastwards, the ozone onentration again inreased at Neumayer on 29 August 2006.
At the British researh station, no wind data nor BrO data are available. As the bakward
trajetories reahing the station before and during the ozone depletion event are similar, no
statement an be made about this ozone depletion event on Halley.
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3.4.2 ODE2
Between 01 and 05 September 2006, ozone dropped two times below 20 ppbV at the
researh station Neumayer and at the British station Halley (Figure 3.30.).
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Figure 3.30: Ozone onentration at the stations Neumayer and Halley between 01 and 05
September 2006.
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Figure 3.31: Mean sea level pressure and wind maps on 2, 3 and 4 September 2006. The two
Antarti researh stations Neumayer and Halley are indiated by a blak irle.
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The ozone onentration at Neumayer as well as at Halley between 1 and 5 September
2006 was onsiderably inuened by three dierent synoptial systems. On the one hand a
high pressure system situated in the southern Atlanti brought ozone-rih air masses from
northern latitudes into the area of the Weddell Sea and broader to the Antarti stations
Halley and Neumayer (see Figure 3.31., 02.09.2006, 00:00). On the other hand a low pressure
system developped over the researh station Neumayer. As it intensied, the high pressure
system had to move northwards. Hene, the antiylonial rotation of the low pressure
system inuened both the air masses reahing Neumayer and also the air parels arriving at
Halley a few hours later (see Figure 3.31., 03.09.2006, 00:00). In both ases, the air masses
originated from the Weddell Sea. Additionally a seond low pressure system passed the
Antarti Peninsula on 4 September 2006 (see Figure 3.31.). Again ozone-rih air masses
reahed the Weddell Sea and were further transported to the Antarti stations.
At Neumayer, the ozone onentration dropped on 1 September 2006 between 08:00 and
16:00, where the ozone onentration reahed a minimum of 15.9 ppbV. The air masses were
inuened by a low pressure system situated north-east of the station at that time. Hene,
as revealed by the 120h-bakward trajetory (Figure 3.32., left), the air masses originated
from the eastern oast of the ontinent, where the BrO vertial olumn exeeded 1*10
14
moleule/m² on 27 August 2006 (Figure 3.32., right).
Figure 3.32: 120 hours-bakward trajetory reahing Neumayer on 1 September 2006, 14:00
(left) and vertial olumn of BrO on 27 August 2006.
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As already indiated in gure 3.31., between 2 and 3 September 2006, a low pressure system
developped over the researh station Neumayer and inuened the origin of the air masses
reahing both Antarti stations. Simultaneously the ozone onentration at Neumayer drops
from 22.5 ppbV at 20:00 on 2 September to 6.1 ppbV at 22:00 on 3 September and at Halley
from 31.2 ppbV at 08:00 on 3 September to 7.4 ppbV at 02:00 on 4 September.
Figure 3.33: 120 hours bakward trajetory reahing Neumayer on 03 September 00:00 (top).
BrO vertial olumn maps on 30 August and 03 September 2006 (bottom).
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At Neumayer, the ozone depletion seemed to be meteorologially as well as hemially
ontrolled. In the beginning of the derease, the 120 hours bakward trajetory reveals that
the air masses passed the boundary layer over the Weddell Sea on 30 and 31 August, where
the BrO vertial olumn exeeded 1*10
14
moleules/m². Between 12:00 and 18:00 on 3
September 2006, the ozone onentration remained onstant at about 15 ppbV; simultane-
ously, the 120 hours bak trajetory reahing Neumayer at 12:00 reveals a hange of the air
masses, originating from the interior of the ontinent. The sudden derease of the ozone
onentration between 18:00 and 22:00 with a minimum of 6.1 ppbV as well as the ozone
depletion event at Halley on 3 September were hemially indued. The BrO map indiates
an elevated vertial olumn around both Antarti stations for this period.
At Halley, the bakward trajetories do not hange before and during the ozone depletion
event. As neither BrO data nor meteorologial data are available for this period, the auses
for the ODE an not be further interpreted.
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3.4.3 ODE3
Another ozone depletion event took plae simultaneously at both Antarti researh sta-
tions Neumayer and Halley. At Neumayer, ozone onentration was at bakground level until
a sudden drop on 09 Otober 2006 18:00, where the ozone onentration reahed a minimum
of 7 ppbV. After inreasing during the night, it dropped again below 10 ppbV before nally
reahing bakground level on 10 Otober 2006 12:00. At Halley the ozone onentration
dereased below 10 ppbV on 10 Otober 2006 before rising again.
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Figure 3.34: Ozone onentration at the stations Neumayer and Halley between 09 and 10
Otober 2006.
Between 08 and 11 Otober 2006, several synoptial systems inuened the trajetories of
the air masses reahing Neumayer as well as Halley.
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Figure 3.35: Mean sea level pressure, wind diretion and wind speed at 10m on 08 Otober
2006, 18:00 and the 120h-bakward trajetory reahing Neumayer on 08 Otober 2006, 20:00.
Inuened by a low pressure system loated right over the Antarti station Neumayer,
the trajetories reahing the researh station transport air masses from Queen Maud Land
in the interior of the ontinent ontaining bakground level ozone onentration.
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Figure 3.36: Mean sea level pressure, wind diretion and wind speed at 10m on 09 Otober
2006, 12:00 and the 120h-bakward trajetory reahing both stations Neumayer (bottom left)
and Halley (bottom right) on 09 Otober 2006, 12:00.
The 120h-bakward trajetory reahing Neumayer on 09 Otober 2006, 12:00 is inuened
by two synoptial systems. A high pressure developping over the Weddell Sea and lower
air pressure along the eastern oast of the Weddell Sea have an impat on the loal wind
diretion and wind speed, hene, the wind diretion in the entral Weddell Sea is west. Thus,
the trajetory reahing Neumayer on 09 Otober 2006, 12:00 originates from the boundary
layer over the Weddell Sea. No ozone data are available between 09 Otober 2006 02:00 and
16:00 at the station Neumayer. As the ozone onentration dropped already to 10.3 ppbV
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at 16:00 (22 ppbV at 02:00), it an be assumed that the ozone depletion started earlier than
16:00. At 12:00, the trajetory brought air masses originating from the Weddell Sea (see
Figure 3.36.). It is probable, that the ozone was depleted over the Weddell Sea, and already
depleted air masses reahed the researh station at 12:00.
The air masses reahing Halley on 09 Otober 2006, 12:00 were inuened by a third syn-
optial system. The low pressure system that was situated right above the station Neumayer
16 hours earlier (see Figure 3.35.) moved eastwards (see Figure 3.36.). Hene, the trajetories
originated from Queen Maud Land. Aording to the ozone measurements performed at the
researh station, ozone was at bakground level at that time.
Figure 3.37: Mean sea level pressure, wind diretion and wind speed at 10m on 10 Otober
2006, 00:00 and the 120h-bakward trajetory reahing both stations Neumayer (bottom left)
and Halley (bottom right) on 10 Otober 2006, 03:00.
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The trajetories reahing the researh stations Neumayer and Halley are both inuened
by a low pressure systems that developped south-west of Halley. The air masses originated
from the interior of the ontinent and only passed the eastern oast of the Weddell Sea before
arriving at Neumayer and Halley, respetively. Ozone onentration was at bakground level
at both researh stations on 10 Otober 2006, 03:00.
At Halley, the ozone depletion event takes plae shortly after:
Figure 3.38: Mean sea level pressure, wind diretion and wind speed at 10m on 10 Otober 2006,
18:00 and the 120h-bakward trajetory reahing the station Halley on 10 Otober 2006, 12:00,
16:00 and 20:00.
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The low pressure system that was situated south-west of Halley a few hours before, hardly
moved east ausing a sudden hange of the air masses reahing Halley. The trajetories
indiate, that the air masses originated from the boundary layer over the Weddell Sea. Si-
multaneously, the ozone onentration measured at the Antarti station dropped below 20
ppbV and reahed a minimum of 8.9 ppbV at 20:00.
Comparing the trajetories reahing Neumayer and Halley during ODE3 reveals that the
air masses induing the drop of the ozone onentration at both stations rossed the Weddell
Sea during the same period.
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3.4.4 Conlusion
Figure 3.39: Shematial 120h bakward trajetories before the sudden ozone depletion events
simultaneously observed at Neumayer (left) and Halley (right). The red trajetory indiate
ODE1, the yellow one ODE2 and the blue one ODE3.
Figure 3.40: Shematial 120h bakward trajetories during the sudden ozone depletion events
simultaneously observed at Neumayer (left) and Halley (right). The red trajetory indiate
ODE1, the yellow one ODE2 and the blue one ODE3.
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At Neumayer, all ozone depletion events that have been investigated were indued by
altering synoptial onditions initiating a hange of the origin of the air masses reahing
the researh station. The 120h-bakward trajetories learly indiate that the air masses
ausing the drops of the ozone onentration during ODE2 as well as ODE3 originate from
the Weddell Sea. Furthermore the air masses provoking the third derease of the ozone
onentration at the British station Halley arose as well from the interior of the Weddell Sea.
Hene, the hemial reations destroying the ozone onentration seem to take plae again
over the Weddell Sea.
The air masses ontaining low ozone are transported eastwards out of the Weddell Sea,
thus, ODEs at Neumayer an also be initiated by air masses approahing from the east.
ODE1 for example is indued by a hange of the origin of the air masses. The wind turns
east and air masses with low ozone onentration attain the researh station.
At Halley, loal proesses an have an important inuene on the ozone onentration. As
the researh station is predominantly exposed to wind from the east, a number of polynyas
are kept open during the period of extended sea ie [Helmig et al., 2007℄. These polynys are a
probable soure of sea salt aerosols that an lead to a loal derease of the ozone onentration.
During ODE1 and ODE2 the trajetories do not hange. It is a possible indiator for a
hemially indued ozone depletion events. As neither BrO data nor meteorologial data are
available, an unambiguous assignment an't be done.
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3.5 Link between BrO and low pressure systems
No onsistent orrelation has been found between pressure systems and ozone onen-
tration in the north-western edge of the Weddell Sea (see Setion 3.2.). But a onnetion
between low pressure systems and enhaned BrO vertial olumns and assoiated low ozone
onentration has already been mentionned by Jones et al. [2010℄. Sine synopti-sale de-
pressions as well as polar lows are often aompanied by high wind speeds, saline snow an
be lifted into the boundary layer and hemial reations generating BrO an be indued (see
Chapter 1). Aording to Jones et al. [2009℄, snow remains in a layer 10 m above the
surfae, when the wind speed ranges between 8 ms
−1
and 12 ms
−1
. Above 12 ms
−1
saline par-
tiles are lofted into the boundary layer and blowing snow is generated [Jones et al., 2009℄.
Hene wind speed exeeding 12 ms
−1
in ombination with high salinity an be a signiant
indiator for saline blowing snow that an generate BrO and therefore deplete ozone in the
atmosphere. Enhaned wind speed generated by a passing low pressure system an also
lead to the formation of polynas. The prevalent low temperatures lead to a freezing of the
sea water surfae forming fresh sea ie whih is favorable for the reation of frost owers
[Jaobi et al., 2006, Kaleshke et al., 2004℄. Frost owers are an important soure of reative
bromine and an indue the depletion of ozone. As a result low pressure systems aompanied
by high wind speeds an generate an important BrO vertial olumn and provoke a drop in
the ozone onentration.
3.5.1 Case study: 04 - 07 September 2006
The mean sea level pressure represented in Figure 3.42. indiates a low pressure system
passing the Antarti Peninsula and reahing the Weddell Sea on 04 September 2006. As it
moved eastwards it oalesed with a seond low pressure system reahing the eastern Weddell
Sea from the north. It further moved south towards the Antarti researh station Neumayer
before nally lling up and dissolving.
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Figure 3.41: BrO vertial olumn, wind speed and mean sea level pressure on 04 and 05 Septem-
ber 2006, see Figure 3.6. Note that the Prime Meridian is oriented dierently in the map of
the BrO vertial olumn.
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Figure 3.42: BrO vertial olumn, wind speed and mean sea level pressure on 06 and 07 Septem-
ber 2006. (See Figure 3.41.)
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Figure 3.43: Sea ie over around the ontinent Antartia on 04 September 2006.
Aording to Figure 3.43. the Weddell Sea was overed with sea ie on 04 September
2006. Beause the 10m wind speed exeeded 12 ms
−1
on the western and the eastern ank
of the low pressure system (see Figure 3.42.), it is possible that saline snow was lifted in the
boundary layer. The BrO map on 04 September 2006 indiates an elevated vertial olumn
near the Antarti Peninsula, on the western ank of the low pressure system. Apparently
the ombination of sea ie and high wind speed led to hemial reations generating BrO and
depleting ozone.
When the low pressure system moved eastwards on 05 September 2006, the BrO vertial
olumn diminushed next to the Antarti Peninsula and inreased at the atual western ank
of the low pressure system, where the wind speed again exeeded 12 ms
−1
. With only one
BrO map per day, it is diult to determine whether the elevated BrO vertial olumn was
indued lose to the Antarti Peninsula on 04 September 2006 and afterwards adveted by
the low pressure system as it moved eastwards or if the high wind speeds (above 12 ms
−1
) on
the western ank of the low pressure system on 05 September 2006 indued another inrease
of the BrO vertial olumn. Furthermore it is diult to explain why the BrO vertial olumn
inreased only on the western ank of the low pressure system on 04 and 05 September 2006
although the wind speed on the eastern ank exeeded 12 ms
−1
as well.
The wind speed, oming along with the low pressure system approahing the researh
station Neumayer from the north on 06 September 2006, reahed again values above 12
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ms
−1
and the BrO vertial olumn inreased in this region. As the low pressure system was
stationary with onstant wind speed above 12 ms
−1
on the southern and northeastern ank
between 06 and 07 September 2006 before nally lling up on 08 September 2006, the BrO
VC inreased again on 07 September 2006.
3.5.2 Case study: 29 September - 02 Otober 2006
Comparing the BrO vertial olumn and the mean sea level pressure between 29 September
and 02 Otober again reveals that the enhaned BrO VC was indued by a low pressure system
situated in the north-western Weddell Sea (see 3.43., top). As the low pressure system moved
eastwards, the BrO VC in the enter of the Weddell Sea inreased. Reahing the eastern oast
of the Weddell Sea, the low pressure system splitted and formed to independent ylones.
One of them turned eastwards and led again to an inrease of the BrO vertial olumn on
it's atual position.
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Figure 3.44: BrO vertial olumn, wind speed and mean sea level pressure on 29 and 30 Septem-
ber 2006. (See gure 3.41.)
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Figure 3.45: BrO vertial olumn and mean sea level pressure on 01 and 02 Otober 2006. See
Figure 3.41.
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In both ases low pressure systems aompanied by high wind speeds probably led to
blowing snow dispersing saline partiles. Those indued a hemial reation forming BrO. As
the low pressure systems moved further, the reations were ativated at the atual positions
of the ylones.
In the rst ase, the reations were ativated on the western ank of the atual positions of
the ylone. In the seond ase, the regions in the Weddell Sea with wind speeds exeeding 12
ms
−1
oinided with the enhaned BrO vertial olumn. Hene, in both ases the enhaned
BrO VC seemed to be indued by the passage of a low pressure system from west to east
over the Weddell Sea.
Both ase studies reveal another similarity. Although the low pressure systems developped
west of the Antarti Peninsula, the reations releasing BrO only took plae as soon as the
low pressure system reahed the Weddell Sea. As photolysis is neessary to generate reative
bromine atoms (see Chapter 1), the insolation is an important fator to indue an inrease
in the BrO vertial olumn. Aording to Figure 3.43. the sea ie west of the Antarti
Peninsula extended less to the North (70° South) than in the Weddell Sea where the sea ie
reahed 60° South. Hene, the time duration of the insolation is less over the sea ie in the
Bellinghausen Sea than over the sea ie in the Weddell Sea. Consequently the probability
of photohemial reations generating reative bromine atoms is elevated in the Weddell Sea
omparing to west of the Antarti Peninsula.
Cylones are unable to enter the ontinent and therefore have to turn eastwards and
move parallel to the oast in the irumpolar trough situated in the latitude band 60 to 70°
South [King and Turner, 1997℄. Figure 3.46. represents the traks of all depressions between
1985-1989. It illustrates the frequeny of low pressure systems in the irumpolar trough.
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Figure 3.46: Traks of all depressions in summer (left) and winter (right) between 1985-1989.
[King and Turner, 1997℄
BrO is released when ylones, aompanied by high wind speed, move over saline snow
residing on sea-ie. As ylones move eastwards as soon as they reah the ontinent, the
released BrO stays between the latitude band 60 and 70° South and does not move further
north. This is one possible explanation for the absene of ozone depletion events at Cape
Point in the southern spring (see Setion 3.1.).
The onnetion between low pressure systems and the ozone onentration in the Arti
Oean and in the Weddell Sea is opposite. Whereas low pressure systems bring air masses
rih in ozone into higher latitutes and therefore indue an inrease of the ozone onentration
in the Arti, low pressure systems in the Weddell Sea seem to generate BrO and lead to a
drop of the ozone onentration.
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Chapter 4
Summary and Conlusions
Ozone onentrations measured onboard of the researh ship Polarstern during the Winter
Weddell Outow study between August and Otober 2006 were analyzed and ompared to
observations at other researh stations loated on the East oast of the Weddell Sea as well
as the researh station Cape Point in South Afria. Bakground onentrations of 25 to 35
ppbV were omparable for the studied period at all four loations. Ozone depletion events
were haraterized as drops of the ozone onentration from bakground levels below 70 % of
the mean ozone onentration. The observations show that ozone depletion events oured
at all loations, exept at Cape Point. They were more frequent on the eastern oast of
the Weddell Sea than onboard of the researh vessel, whih remained lose to the Antarti
Peninsula or to the northern rim of the Weddell Sea. The fat, that no sudden dereases
of the ozone onentration were observed at the South Afrian station, onrms that ozone
depletion events only our at higher latitudes.
During the Winter Weddell Outow Study, four ozone depletion events have been iden-
tied onboard of the RV Polarstern. Averaged, the ODEs lasted two days before the ozone
onentration reovered. The minimum ozone onentration varied for eah ODE (ODE1:
4.3 ppbV; ODE2: 12.4 ppbV; ODE3: 19.0 ppbV; ODE4: 14.0 ppbV).
Ozone depletion events an either be meteorologially (advetion of ozone depleted air
masses) or hemially indued (hemial removal of ozone ours lose to the measuring
point). The meteorologial onditions during the four ODEs were expliitly investigated to
determine the auses of the drop of the ozone onentration. At rst, the orrelation between
air pressure, air temperature and ozone onentrations onboard of the RV Polarstern were
analysed. Sine no distintive orrelation exists, the fous was put on the analysis of the
synoptial situation in and around the Weddell Sea. By means of loal wind maps, the
mean sea level pressure in and around Antartia as well as bakward trajetories reahing
the researh vessel, the ozone depletion events ould be dened as either meteorologially or
hemially ontrolled. Aording to the meteorologial parameter, ODE1, ODE2 as well as
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ODE4 were meteorologially indued by a hange in the origin of the air masses. In ontrast,
during ODE3 ozone was mainly removed loally by hemial proesses.
During the WWOS BrO data were also olleted onboard of the RV Polarstern. The BrO
data were ompared to the olleted ozone data. During all ODEs elevated BrO vertial
olumns were observed. Additional BrO satellite observations permitted again to distin-
guish between hemially and meteorologially indued ozone depletion events onboard of
Polarstern. Aording to these data, the BrO vertial olumn during the ODE3 inreased
primarily in proximity of Polarstern before rising in a radius of 200 km around the ship
observed by the satellite. It onrms that this ozone depletion event was in fat driven by
loal hemistry. During ODE2, the BrO data inreased rst in a radius of 200 km around
Polarstern. The subsequent rise of BrO was deteted by the MAX-DOAS onboard of the
researh vessel. This delay between satellite and loal BrO onentrations onrms that dur-
ing this event ozone was rather removed away from the observational site and that the ozone
derease was aused by the advetion of ozone-poor air masses.
Satellite observations of the BrO vertial olumn in austral spring 2006 in Antartia
revealed that BrO was mainly generated in the Weddell Sea before being transported to the
east by low pressure systems. The inreased development of low pressure systems due to a
strong temperature gradient in the region between 60°S and 70°S latitude in the Weddell Sea
ould have been a reason for enhaned BrO development in this region. Additionally, low
pressure systems tend to ll up and dissipate before reahing the Antarti Peninsula rather
than pass it. Hene, BrO louds infrequently approah the Weddell Sea from the West.
The bakward trajetories of the meteorologially indued ozone depletion events ODE1,
ODE2 andODE4 revealed that the air masses ausing the derease of the ozone onentration
mostly originated from the boundary layer over the Weddell Sea. The subsequent inreases
to bakground levels were again initiated by an air mass hange bringing either air masses
from higher layers or from other regions than the Weddell Sea. Ozone depletion events at
the German station Neumayer as well as the British station Halley were also investigated.
The analyses of the bakward trajetories reahing both stations during ODEs indiates as
well that the ozone depleted air masses mostly originated from the Weddell Sea.
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Even if the hemial yle of destrution of the ozone onentration is idential in both
the Arti and Antartia, the proesses do not follow the same pattern.
Arti WWOS
Denition of ODE 2003 & 2007: < 5 ppbV 2006: < 19 ppbV
Perentage of ozone onentration 2003: > 55 % 2006: 6.1 %
below the limit dening ODEs 2007: > 66 %
Correlation between ozone Low pressure systems indue Low pressure systems
and pressure systems an inrease of the ozone onentration an generate BrO louds
Table 4.1: Ozone depletion events in the Arti ompared to Antartia.
In both the Arti and Antartia, the meteorologial onditions play an important role
in the depletion of ozone. Whereas low ozone onentration is a prevailing state in the
Central Arti Oean [Jaobi et al., 2010℄ interrupted only by the approah of low pressure
systems bringing ozone-rih air masses from lower latitudes, low pressure systems present
in the Weddell Sea tend to generate BrO and onsequently deplete ozone. The high wind
speed during low pressure systems an lead to the formation of polynyas and to enhaned
dispersion of sea salt aerosols or an indue saline blowing snow generating the bromine
explosion. Nevertheless, no denite orrelation between ozone onentration and air pressure
ould be found in the Weddell Sea.
During the WWOS, ozone depletion events were dened as drops below 19 ppbV, but only
6.1 % of the data dereased below this limit. Ozone depletion events are even less pronouned
at Dumont d'Urville, a Frenh station on the East oast of Antartia [Legrand et al., 2009℄
and inexistant in the interior of the ontinent [Helmig et al., 2007℄. In ontrast, low ozone
onentration is a prevailing state during springtime in the boundary layer of the Arti
Oean (55 % in 2003, 66 % in 2007) and ozone data often drop below detetion limit. During
the WWOS, the measurements took plae in the north-western edge of the Weddell Sea. In
fat, no ozone data from the midst of the Weddell Sea exist. The omparison with data from
the interior of the Arti Oean are therefore diult. The bakward trajetories plotted for
the entire period of ozone measurements in the Weddell Sea revealed that around 60 % of
all trajetories rossing the boundary layer over the Weddell Sea before reahing Polarstern
transported air masses depleted in ozone. This analysis indiates that ozone depletion events
are probably muh more frequent in the midst of the Weddell Sea ompared to the edge,
where the ozone measurements took plae. Hene the perentage rate of ODEs in the Arti
Oean and the interior of the Weddell Sea ould in fat be very similar.
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Ozone depletion events were already well probed in the Arti Oean, whereas observations
in the Weddell Sea in Antartia are reent. As the ozone data measured onboard of the RV
Polarstern in 2006 are the rst data olleted in this region, it is reommendable to perform
further researh ampaigns to examine this area. Investigations of data olleted on the
Antarti oast an not be ompared to ozone data measured in the Arti Oean, hene.
Ozone observations onboard of Polarstern only revealed few drops of the ozone onentration
below 70 % of the mean onentration, but the subsequent analysis of the trajetories reahing
the researh vessel revealed that the Weddell Sea seems to be more aeted by low ozone
onentration. Hene, partiularly ozone measurements in the interior of the Weddell Sea
would be of great interest.
The exat role of low pressure systems during ozone depletion events in the Weddell Sea
is not yet asertained and needs to be further investigated in future researh ampaigns.
Furthermore, data about the vertial distribution of the ozone onentration during an ODE
indued by a low pressure system would be important to ollet and analyse.
Finally omparison of BrO data from satellites and from Max-DOAS positionned on the
RV Polarstern permitted to distinguish between meteorologially and hemially indued
ozone depletion events. In further researh ampaigns it is required to use both methods to
study the auses of sudden dereases of the ozone onentration.
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Annexes
5.1 Wind diretion and wind speed omputed with Matlab
As the ECMWF wind data are only available as U and V wind omponent data, a program
plotting the total wind speed and diretion was developped. The program has been omputed
in Matlab for the area south of 60°S. The wind speed is subdivided in three ategories: below
8 m s
−1
, between 8 m s
−1
and 12 m s
−1
and above 12 m s
−1.
5.2 Matlab-Code
datenU=xlsread(`);
u=datenU;
datenV=xlsread(`);
v=datenV;
Antartia = shaperead('landareas', 'UseGeoCoords', true, ... 'Seletor',{(name)
strmpi(name,{'Antartia'}), 'Name'});
gure;
worldmap('south pole')
setm(ga,'Grid','on');
setm(ga,'GLineStyle',':');
setm(ga,'GColor',[0 0 0℄);
setm(ga,'PLabelLoation',[-70 -80℄);
setm(ga,'MLabelLoation',30);
setm(ga,'PLabelMeridian',0);
setm(ga,'MLabelParallel',-60);
setm(ga,'GLineWidth',0.01);
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lat=90:-1.5:-90;
lon=-178.5:1.5:180;
[mlat,mlon℄ = meshgrat(lat,lon);
[x,y℄ = mfwdtran(mlat,mlon);
=(u.*u+v.*v).^0.5;
drehUu=-os(mlon*(pi/180));
drehUv=-sin(mlon*(pi/180));
px=u.*drehUu+v.*drehUv;
drehVu=sin(mlon*(pi/180));
drehVv=-os(mlon*(pi/180));
py=u.*drehVu+v.*drehVv;
for(ii=113:121)
for (i=1:240)
if (mod(i,(ii-111))~=0)
px(ii,i)=NaN;
py(ii,i)=NaN;
x(ii,i)=0; y(ii,i)=0;
end
end
end
[z0,s0℄=nd(<8);
[z8,s8℄=nd(>8 & <12);
[z12,s12℄=nd(>12);
px0=zeros(121,240);
for (k=1:length(z0))
px0(z0(k),s0(k))=px(z0(k),s0(k));
end
py0=zeros(121,240);
for (k=1:length(z0))
py0(z0(k),s0(k))=py(z0(k),s0(k));
end
x0=zeros(121,240);
for (k=1:length(z0))
x0(z0(k),s0(k))=x(z0(k),s0(k));
end
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y0=zeros(121,240);
for (k=1:length(z0))
y0(z0(k),s0(k))=y(z0(k),s0(k));
end
px8=zeros(121,240);
for (k=1:length(z8))
px8(z8(k),s8(k))=px(z8(k),s8(k));
end
py8=zeros(121,240);
for (k=1:length(z8))
py8(z8(k),s8(k))=py(z8(k),s8(k));
end
x8=zeros(121,240);
for (k=1:length(z8))
x8(z8(k),s8(k))=x(z8(k),s8(k));
end
y8=zeros(121,240);
for (k=1:length(z8))
y8(z8(k),s8(k))=y(z8(k),s8(k));
end
px12=zeros(121,240);
for (k=1:length(z12))
px12(z12(k),s12(k))=px(z12(k),s12(k));
end
py12=zeros(121,240);
for (k=1:length(z12))
py12(z12(k),s12(k))=py(z12(k),s12(k));
end
x12=zeros(121,240);
for (k=1:length(z12))
x12(z12(k),s12(k))=x(z12(k),s12(k));
end
y12=zeros(121,240);
for (k=1:length(z12))
y12(z12(k),s12(k))=y(z12(k),s12(k));
end
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nd(x0)
h0 = quiver(x0,y0,px0,py0,'');
trimart(h0)
nd(x8)
h8 = quiver(x8,y8,px8,py8,'y');
trimart(h8)
nd(x12)
h12 = quiver(x12,y12,px12,py12,'r');
trimart(h12)
geoshow(Antartia, 'FaeColor', 'white');
%Polarstern
[sx,sy℄=mfwdtran( , )
h = satter(sx,sy,'ok')
trimart(h)
%Neumayer
[ssx,ssy℄=mfwdtran(-70.638,-08.262)
hh = satter(ssx,ssy,'ok')
trimart(hh)
%Halley
[sssx,sssy℄=mfwdtran(-75.583,-26.566)
hhh = satter(sssx,sssy,'ok')
trimart(hhh)
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5.3 Correlations between air pressure and ozone onentration and
between air temperature and ozone onentration
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Figure 5.1: Correlation between the air pressure and the ozone onentration during the drop
(top) and the inrease (bottom) of the ozone onentration during ODE1.
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Figure 5.2: Correlation between the air temperature and the ozone onentration during the
drop (top) and the inrease (bottom) of the ozone onentration during ODE1.
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5.3.2 ODE2
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Figure 5.3: Correlation between the air pressure and the ozone onentration during the drop
(top) and the inrease (bottom) of the ozone onentration during ODE2.
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Figure 5.4: Correlation between the air temperature and the ozone onentration during the
drop (top) and the inrease (bottom) of the ozone onentration during ODE2.
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5.3.3 ODE3
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Figure 5.5: Correlation between the air pressure and the ozone onentration during the drop
(top) and the inrease (bottom) of the ozone onentration during ODE3.
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Figure 5.6: Correlation between the air temperature and the ozone onentration during the
drop (top) and the inrease (bottom) of the ozone onentration during ODE3.
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5.3.4 ODE4
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Figure 5.7: Correlation between the air pressure and the ozone onentration during the drop
(top) and the inrease (bottom) of the ozone onentration during ODE4.
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Figure 5.8: Correlation between the air temperature and the ozone onentration during the
drop (top) and the inrease (bottom) of the ozone onentration during ODE4.
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